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Abstract 

Supply chain collaboration can enhance the objective of a business greatly through increasing the 
process control and intensifying the information flow between firms. While proven extensively in 
theory, the real-life practice can still deviate significantly in the foreseen gains when implementing an 
actual collaboration framework.  
 
To narrow the gap between theory and practice, we study the effect of the vendor managed inventory 
collaboration framework inside the Dutch supply chain of Heineken. We first use data analytics and 
clustering algorithms to quantify the current effect of the vendor managed inventory collaborations 
framework. Secondly, a simulation-based searching model is developed to enhance the parameters 
settings used as input for the collaboration framework. We were able to enhance the current transport 
utilisation by 11% while reducing the inventory level at the customer DC by 70%.   
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Management summary 

This report studies the effect of the vendor managed inventory (VMI) framework in the supply chain 
of Heineken in the Netherlands. The VMI framework is a supply chain collaboration framework in 
which the supplier is responsible for managing the inventories of delivered products at the customer.  
Heineken successfully enaged in a VMI collaboration with one lead customer in the Netherlands.  
As part of the continuous drive to improve operational excellence, a new enterprise resource system 
will be introduced with an optional module for VMI collaboration. Heineken seeks validation of the 
effectiveness of the VMI collaboration for Heineken and their customer by quanitification of the 
supply chain performance to justify the additional costs of the VMI module in the new ERP system. 
 
The lead to the formulation of the main research question for this report: 

 
What is the effect of VMI collaboration on the business KPI’s of Heineken and their supply 

chain partners? 
 
Based on the literature study of supply chain evaluation methods, we selected three methods for our 
investigation: an empirical study to evaluate the benefits of the current VMI implementation, a 
simulation model to model the VMI process and process redesigns, and a simulation-based searching 
(SBS) model to enhance parameters in the VMI model.  For evaluation of the supply chain 
performance we selected three key performance indicators as used by Heineken; transport utilisation, 
stock levels in the customer DC and Out-of-Stock performance in the customer DC. 
 
We performed the empirical study by comparing the performance of the VMI controlled DC to the 
DC that are not controlled by VMI by using real-life supply chain data and data analytical techniques. 
The transport utilisation could directly be derived by data analysis after data cleaning. From this 
empirical analysis, we conclude that the supplier effect obtained through VMI-collaboration is a 
substantial increase in the utilisation of 14.6 %. The stock levels in the customer DC and Out-of-Stock 
performance could only be derived indirectly from the data set by modelling the current VMI process. 
The simulation model showed that no out-of-stock events occur in the case of VMI.  The 
improvement of stock levels at the customer DC by VMI collaboration cannot be calculated as the 
stock level in DC without VMI collaboration are not known by Heineken. 
 
We do not know if the improvement achieved through the current VMI process is the best that can be 
made. Therefore, we developed a fusion between a VMI simulation and a metaheuristic searching 
technique to enhance the supply chain performance. Based on the literature study we selected the 
hybrid genetic firefly algorithm for the metaheuristic search. Using this technique we found a much 
better supply chain performance for the current VMI design, proving the effectiveness of the method 
Based on the literature study, a new VMI design 2 was made to change the definition of safety, and 
maximum stock levels in the DC’s and a new VMI design 3 was created to maximise transport 
utilisation. We used the SBS-model to enhance the current and the new VMI designs by fine-tuning 
the parameter settings in the VMI designs. 
 
Figure 1 presents a map of the improvement in transport utilisation and the normalised stock levels for 
all VMI designs investigated. The current VMI used, design 1A, is used as a reference point to 
benchmark the new VMI designs. The graph clearly shows that the SBS-model can enhance the 
performance of the KPI’s for each design. From the graph, we can conclude that design 2B is the best 
performing design because the VMI design 3B leads to out-of-stocks. We conclude that the VMI 
design 2B is the superior design because the design has not any diminishing effects. 
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Figure 1: Managerial overview of transport and stock level KPI performance of all VMI design 

Table 1 gives a general overview of the encountered effects per supply chain KPI gained from the 
empirical study and the simulation modelling.  
 
Table 1: Managerial overview of general VMI collaboration effect 

VMI collaboration effect Effect per supply chain partner 
Supplier Customer 

Minimize out-of-stocks + + 
Minimize stock levels =  ++ 

Minimize the number of transports ++ (+) 
 
We conclude that the VMI collaboration effect is both beneficial for the suppliers and for the 
customers as is shown in Table 1 and quanitified in Figure 1. 
 
- The current VMI collaboration in Heineken results in 15% higher transport utilisation compared 

to deliveries to DC’s without VMI. 
- A new VMI design (2B) is recommend that results in a superior supply chain performance for 

Heineken and the customer compared to the current VMI implementation. The benefits are a 7% 
higher utilisation and a 70% reduction of the average stock levels in the customer DCs, while 
maintaining a 0% Out-of-Stock performance. 

- The developed simulation-based searching (SBS) model is proven to be an adequate method to 
consistently identify robust settings that enhance supply chain performance. 
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1 Introduction 

The global beer market is consolidating with less and more-global brewing companies (Matthew 
Boesier, 2014). The remaining players enter into a hyper-competition to be innovative and 
differentiate themselves from each other to leverage their scale for increasing operational excellence. 
Heineken, the market leader in the European beer market and the second largest beer producer in the 
world, is one of players leading the consolidation.  Heineken is the most active brewer internationally 
with over 300 brands and operating in more than 70 countries (Conway, Hotchkiss, Sullivan, & 
Sawyer, 2013). Innovations in craft and alcohol-free beers, mergers and acquisitions of brewing 
companies, and satisfying the shareholders are all challenges and opportunities Heineken faces in the 
quest for continued leadership in the global beer market. Heineken defines multiple projects internally 
to keep up with the challenges as mentioned above. 

1.1 Aim of study 

An area that is explored continuously is to streamline the internal processes of Heineken further to 
and improve operational excellence. One of the opportunities identified, is the introduction of a new 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system to enhance the Sales & Operation Planning (S&OP) 
process. The objective of the S&OP process is to align and synchronise the planning cycles of the 
different functions involved in the global planning process and to advance inter-department 
collaboration between the sales, operations, and planning departments (Thomé, Scavarda, Fernandez, 
& Scavarda, 2012).  
 
Heineken engaged in an S&OP improvement program that consists of two different projects: The 
S&OP Core project and the S&OP Next project. The S&OP Core project aims to implement a new 
ERP system with the minimally required software module for countries with less complex supply 
chains (+/- 30 countries). The S&OP Next project aims to implement another ERP system with two 
additional advanced modules. The first additional module supports the existing collaboration with a 
supply chain partner based on the vendor management inventory framework. The second module uses 
a new inventory enhancement technique to reduce the cost of inventory managed by Heineken. 
Heineken is planning to implement the S&OP Next project in countries with more complex and 
advanced supply chains (+/- 20 countries). 
 
Companies like Wall-mart and Procter & Gamble already introduced supply chain collaboration using 
the VMI collaboration framework in their supply chains in the 1980s.  Due to the success stories at 
other fast-moving consumer good companies using VMI (Waller, Johnson, & Davis, 1999), Heineken 
already started to collaborate with a few selected customers and their DC’s in 2004. According to 
these VMI customer, the framework has a positive effect on their business KPI’s. However, Heineken 
doesn’t have a clear insight into the benefits obtained by implementing VMI from a supplier 
perspective. 
 
As the new ERP systems and their implementations are costly, Heineken wants to validate the effects 
obtained through supply chain collaboration for both the supplier and customers perspectives before 
the new VMI software is incorporated into the S&OP Next project.  
 
The department of global customer service and logistics at Heineken commissioned the investigation 
into validation of supply chain partner collaboration as a project for a master thesis to the Faculty 
operation management and logistics at the Eindhoven University of Technology.  
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1.2 Research objective 

The aim of this study is to aid Heineken in gaining insight into their VMI processes to enable the 
company to develop a funded business case to incorporate the new VMI software module into the 
S&OP next program. We formulise a research objective and define the calculation methods that allow 
this report to track the performance of the VMI collaboration. Based on the aim of the study, we 
define the following research objective: 
 

“Heineken does not have sufficient insights into the added value created by VMI collaboration with 
their supply chain partners to decide on integration of the VMI module into their S&OP Next 

program.” 
 
Through interview with several supply chain employee and managers, we identify the three most 
important supply chain objectives and their Key performance indicators (KPI’s) used by Heineken. 
We will use the same KPI’s to quantify the effect of VMI collaboration for the collaboration partners. 
Heineken defines the following three main objectives and KPI’s: 
 

Supply chain objectives Key Performance Indicators 
1. Minimize out-of-stocks  
2. Minimize the number of transports 
3. Minimize stock levels 

Percentage of out-of-stocks ("#) 
Utilisation of transport (%&) 
Stock level as percentage of the minimum inventory (#') 

  
Heineken calculates the percentage of out-of-stocks by counting the events that the stock level of the 
customer drops below zero for a unique product on a specific day divided by the total number of 
products shipped to that customer. The utilisation of a transport is computed by taking the total 
number of pallets shipped divided by the total number of trucks used multiplied with the maximum 
pallet load of the trucks. To assess the percentage of excess of stock level, the current stock position 
minus the quantity of the minimum stock needed divided by the quantity of the minimal stock level. 
We use the KPI definitions used by Heineken to quantify the effect of the VMI collaboration for both 
the supplying partner and the customer partner. 
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1.3 Research questions 

Heineken is interested in the effect of VMI collaboration on the supply chain performance as 
measured by the main KPI for the supply chain performance. Based on the aim of this study and the 
research objective, we develop a main research questions to guide the rest of this report. The 
following main research question is defined: 
 

What is the effect of VMI collaboration on the business KPI’s of Heineken and their supply 
chain partners? 

 
To answer the main research question, we break the main question down by developing smaller sub-
research questions. The sub-research questions are established to provide insights into the main 
research to assist in forming a final answer on the main research question. The first three sub 
questions (I, II, II) are designed in such a manner that the questions can be answers through the 
performed literature study. While the last three questions (IV, V, VI) are focussed on gain insight by 
using data analytics and modelling techniques. We constructed the following six research questions: 

 
I. What are the causes for performance variations regarding the supply chain KPI’s?  

A literature study is performed to gain better insight in supply chains, disturbances in supply 
chain performance, and potential benefits of the supply chain collaboration methods.  
 

II. What mathematical techniques / methods are described in the scientific literature to 
enhance the KPI’s across multiple supply chain partners? 
Improvement of business KPI’s in a multi-echelon supply chain is a complex and multi-
dimensional problem. The literature is consulted to gain insight into the techniques currently 
applied to enhance KPI’s. The techniques are reviewed, and the most adequate method is 
selected to be used in this study.  
 

III. Which methods can be used to simulate the relevant supply chain? 
To obtain better insights into the effect of enhancements of the VMI, we identify the need to 
create a model that can numerically mimic the real-life performance of the collaboration. 
Therefore, we look into the literature to analyse the methods used to model real-life supply 
chain designs.  
 

IV. What is the performance of the current implemented VMI framework? 
To analyse and enhance the current situation, the performance of the present VMI needs to be 
known. Through interviews with the planning, IT, customer service department, we build an 
understanding of the current VMI process flow. Thereafter, we use data analytical techniques 
to combine and quantify the current performance according to the defined KPI’s.  
 

V. Is there a difference in the VMI effect when the demand signals of multiple customers 
are grouped together and used as input for a single customer? 
To gain insights into the obtainable scaling benefits when demand increases, the effect of 
different supply chain designs, we group the customer DC and considering them as one single 
entity by developing a single scenario.  

 
VI. What is the maximal effect obtainable through VMI collaborations? 

Based on the obtained insights from the previous sub questions and the developed simulation 
model, we try to create redesigns of the current VMI collaboration process and research if we 
can enhance the effect gained by using VMI collaboration.  
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1.4 Scope of research 

As discussed in the aim of the study, Heineken already participates in VMI collaboration with a few 
selected customers in the Heineken company. Due to the limited availability of VMI data, we define 
the scope for this report to an explicit part within the whole Heineken company. We identify the need 
to define two scopes to clearly stated the operational environment of the data used to analyse the VMI 
collaboration framework. We define the organisational scope and a supply scope used for this report.  

1.4.1 Organisational scope 
 

The organisational scope defines which part of the supply chain of Heineken is studied. The global 
structure of Heineken is depicted in figure 2. This study is confined to Heineken Netherlands based on 
the availability of the relevant data for our research in the Netherlands, and because Netherlands is a 
target country to switch to the S&OP Next planning in the future.  
 
The supply chain of Heineken Netherlands consists of three breweries, producing 7.5 million 
hectolitres of beer, distributed by 111 customer DC’s to market 528 product types for 12 brands in 
total. Heineken Netherlands has a VMI collaboration with one customer in the Netherlands, which 
involves 5 customer DC’s and 36 product types. 
 

 
Figure 2: The organisational scope 

 

1.4.2 Supply chain scope 
The research will concentrate on the stock levels at the partners in the network between the brewery 
and the customer DC as can be seen from Figure 3. In the supply chain, different types of inventory 
are needed to brew and supply the beer. This report will concentrate only on inventories regarding 
finished products at the breweries and the customer DC’s. 

 
Figure 3: Information Scope of supply chain data 
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1.5 Research Methodology 

Normally, A suitable research framework used to structure scientific reporting is the reflective cycle 
developed by Van Aken (van Aken, 2013). Due to the strong emphasis on the quantitative analysis of 
the data and the focus on the development of a model, as proposed in the research questions, we 
prefer to use a methodology specially designed for project with these aspects. Hence, we select the 
cross-industry process for data mining (CRISP-DM) research methodology.  
 
CRISP-DM is a methodology that is developed in 1996 at the Daimler §Chrysler Company. The 
abbreviation stands for Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining. The framework is chosen as 
the project has to use (un)structured data streams and data-driven techniques to solve the main 
research questions (sveurope, 2018; Wirth & Hipp, 2000). The methods exist out of 6 stages as 
depicted in figure 4.    
 

 
Figure 4: CRISP-DM framework (sveurope, 2018) 

 
1. Business understanding 

The starting phase of the CRISP-DM methodology is to gain insight into the business 
processes and form clear and well-defined output goals for the project. Criteria are 
also being set in this stage to specify whether the project is considered a contribution 
to the company. This stage ensures that all the stakeholders’ expectations are aligned 
and safe-guards that the right questions are answered at the end. Note that this stage 
coincides with the first phase of the problem-solving cycle of van Aken. 
  

2. Data understanding 
The second step is to identify and define the data needed for the project. Another facet 
is to describe the data collected related to the format, quantity, and features. A check 
is performed to identify if the acquired data is sufficient to proceed the project. The 
exploring stages statistically analyse the datasets and look intro relationships between 
variables. Aggregations and visualisation regarding the current data are created. 
Finally, the quality of the data is assessed, and an assessment is made on the level of 
missing values. 
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3. Data preparation 

A selection is made on what part of the dataset is useful to use. Secondly, the quality issues 
identified in the previous phase are resolved by filling in any missing values. 
 

4. Modelling 

Determine which modelling technique is adequate for the problem and elaborate on 
assumption made about the data Build a test design before building the final model. At last, 
the results of the model are assessed, and the parameters of the model are tuned. This is one of 
the elements in the third phase of the reflective design model of van Aken 
 

5. Evaluation 

The fifth step is to evaluate the overall results and reflect on the business impact generated by 
data mining results. Select the model that is most adequate with respect to the business 
criteria. This is also one of the elements in the third phase of the reflective design model of 
van Aken.  
 

6. Deployment 
Normally A deployment plan is constructed, monitoring and maintenance plans are 
developed. For this study we limit the last stage to a thesis report and final 
presentation of the project. The last step of this phase is to review the overall process 
and gain insight on improvement points. 

 
As stated before, The CRISP-DM framework is used to accomplish the quantitative aspect of the 
research in a structured approach. The model is especially useful in ensuring that the correct solutions 
and results are computed related to the sub research question IV, V, and VI. The last stage of the 
CRISP-DM framework will not be performed. The deployment phase of the created model into the 
business process is out of the scope of current report due to time limitations.  
 

1.6 Structure of report 

The report answers the research questions by using three main stages: a theoretical study, data 
analytics and the VMI process structure, and three model redesigns. Finally, the report draws 
conclusions and finishes with a discussion and recommendations. 
 
Chapter two of the report defines a theoretical framework using a scientific literature study and 
answers the research sub questions I, II. Chapter three and four are used to focus on understanding the 
data and VMI processes by forming an answer for research question (III, IV). Chapter five uses the 
gained business and data understanding to perform the data preparation and the modelling phases to 
create and analyse the VMI simulation designs (V) and the effect of the customer grouping scenario 
(VI). The report ends by formulating answers on all the research questions and presents the 
managerial and the scientific implications of the research. The final chapter of this report is used for 
reflection by stating the limitations and directions for future research. 
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2 Theoretical framework 

In this chapter, literature and techniques are discussed to provide a theoretical framework for our 
study of the effects of customer collaboration on the performance of the Heineken supply chain. The 
first section introduces the primary supply chain configuration elements.  Section 2.2 outlines 
different sources for disruption of the supply chain that can lead to inefficiencies regarding the supply 
chain KPI’s. Followed by section 2.3 elaborating on possible mitigation strategies to deal with such 
variability. One of these mitigation strategies is supply chain collaboration used by Heineken. The 
relevant models for supply chain collaboration are introduced in section 2.4 including Vendor 
Managed Inventory specifically as Heineken uses this. The last section 2.5 discusses mathematical 
search techniques to identify the parameter settings for enhanced performance of the supply chain 
collaboration. 
 

2.1 Supply chain configurations 

The supply chain can be defined as the entire network of entities, directly or indirectly interlinked and 
interdependent in serving the same customers /consumers demand (Goetschalckx, 2012). A 
predefined number of stages (echelons) have to take place to convert raw material into a useful 
product (Ghiani, Laporte, & Musmanno, 2013). Figure 5 presents an overview of the stages identified 
that changes the state of the product. At each stage, the flow of materials is temporarily interrupted to 
change a physical property, ownership or the appearance of the goods.  All materials flow in the 
direction of the customer, while the information flows from the customer back to the supplier (Ghiani 
et al., 2013). A company is labelled single echelon when it is responsible for a single stage in the 
supply chain process. The term "multi-echelon" stands for a company that is responsible for multiple 
stages in the supply chain process. A multi-echelon-owned supply chain can create operational 
benefits through better inventory control, demand sensing, utilisation and risk sharing. The 
advantages obtained by controlling a multi-echelon- supply chain can also be created through 
intercompany collaborations between separate companies in a supply chain.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 5: General overview of supply chain stages 

 

2.2 Causes of supply chain disruptions 

In practice, supply chain configurations can be very complex with many interlinked entities. The 
interlinkage makes the overall supply chain potentially susceptible to the disturbances in processes in 
any of the echelons within the supply chain.  The uncertainties experienced by an entity come from a 
mix of external factors acting on the entity and the internal properties of the specific supply chain. 
Snyder identifies five different sources of supply chain uncertainties (Snyder et al., 2016):  
 

Table 2: Types of supply chain uncertainties 

- (Discrete) disruptions 
- Yield uncertainty 
- Capacity uncertainty 

 

- Lead time uncertainty 
- Input cost uncertainty 
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The entities in the network can respond differently to the uncertainties and disruption, which makes 
the behaviours of a supply chain partner another critical factor that can impact supply chain 
performance.  Actions at the customer-end of the supply chain can have a significant effect on the 
entities on the supplier end of the supply chain. Ho, Zheng, and Yildiz categorise supply chain 
disruptions by their frequency and variance: “high-frequent-low-variance” disruptions and “low-
frequent-high-variance” disruptions (Ho, Zheng, Yildiz, & Talluri, 2015). Dolgui uses a similar 
classification by naming the “high-frequent-low-variance” disruptions the “bullwhip effect” and the 
low-frequent-high-variance disruptions “the ripple effect” (Dolgui, Ivanov, & Sokolov, 2018). Ripple 
effects can diminish the profitability of the entities in the network significantly and can have a 
devastating impact on the entities in the supply chain, even resulting in a possible bankruptcy. 
Figure 6 depicts the properties of a supply chain that is likely to be vulnerable to the ripple-effect.  
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Properties of a supply chain vulnerable to handle the ripple effect (Dolgui, Ivanov, & Sokolov, 2018) 

As mentioned before the behaviour of the supply partners is very important to manage disruptions 
successfully: a low variance disruption at the consumer side of the supply chain can have a high 
variance impact at the supplier side of the supply chain. Four behaviours are identified by Snyder that 
worsen the results of the bullwhip disruptions: demand signal processing, rationing game, order 
batching, and price variations (Snyder et al., 2016).  
2.3 Supply chain collaboration frameworks 

Different mitigation strategies and tactics are developed to counter the impact of supply chain 
disruptions (Dolgui et al., 2018; Ho, Zheng, Yildiz, & Talluri, 2015; Snyder et al., 2016; Tang, 2006). 
One of the mitigation strategies is to collaborate with the supply chain partners to jointly combat the 
impact of the disruptions. The supply chain collaboration frameworks developed are designed to 
create a system of entities that can cope better with the supply chain uncertainties through information 
sharing and centralised mitigation control. This is based on the idea that supply chain partners work 
together to increase the overall performance if similar business objectives are pursued.  The majority 
of the research on supply chain collaborations focusses on vertical / inter-company collaborations 
(Soosay & Hyland, 2015). The supply chain partners see inter-company collaboration as a source to 
gain competitive advantage. Creation of  long-term strategic partnerships is beneficial given the 
amount of effort involved in supply chain collaborations (Mentzer, Min, & Zacharia, 2000). 
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Three supply chain collaboration frameworks are identified in the literature:  the “collaborative 
forecasting, planning, and replenishment"- framework, the efficient consumer response framework, 
and the vendor-managed inventory framework (Derrouiche, Neubert, & Bouras, 2008; Panahifar, 
Heavey, Byrne, & Fazlollahtabar, 2015; Sari, 2008). All the frameworks have their pros and cons with 
regards to mitigations of the impact of disruptions. Heineken uses the Vendor-Managed Inventory 
framework in the Heineken supply chain, which is explained in more detail in the next section. 
 

2.3.1 Vendor managed inventory (VMI) 

In a VMI framework, a supplier manages the inventories of their product at their customer in the next 
echelon of the supply. The VMI framework is developed and implemented in 1998 by companies like 
Wal-Mart and Procter & Gamble (Trienekens, 2010; Waller et al., 1999). The supply chain partners 
collaborate by sharing information of the upper echelon partner. The upper echelon partner shares 
information regarding their inventory levels, actual demand, and forecasted demand. The supplier 
uses such additional information streams to improve decisions on the quantity and timing of 
replenishment of the upper partners stock levels (Çetinkaya & Lee, 2000). The potential gains from 
VMI collaboration are substantial as can be seen from the strength, weakness and opportunity analysis 
in figure 7. 
 

Strength 
- Reduction of cost (+- 6 %)  

(Jung, Chang, Sim, & Park, 2005) 
- Increased control regarding the bullwhip effect 

(Angulo, Nachtmann, & Waller, 2004)  
- Increase in sales per store  

(Waller et al., 1999) 

Weakness 
- Trust and to establish a joint goal of reducing costs 

 (Hvolby & Trienekens, 2002) 
- Insufficient visibility of the whole supply chain 

 (Barratt & Oliveira, 2001) 
- Lacking incentives for partners in the supply chain 

 (Yao, Dong, & Dresner, 2010) 
- Inter-department information sharing (trust) 

(Angulo et al., 2004) 

Opportunities 
- RFID tracking of inventory (Sari, 2010)  
- Customer-managed inventory (CMI) 

Threats 
- Interorganisational approach to VMI is vital (Govindan, 

2013) 
- Expected to be merged into future ERP-applications 

(Trienekens, 2010) 
- Forecasting ability of the supplier (Sari, 2008) 
- Inability to correctly address promotions 

 (Yuan, Shen, & Ashayeri, 2010) 
Figure 7: Swot analysis of VMI framework 

 
The application and implementation of the VMI-framework in real-life business environments can 
face implementation issues, which can lead to loss of the anticipated benefits. Some studies show a 
mixed result in the actual performance increase. (Zachariassen, de Haas, & Bürkland, 2014). 
 

2.4 Mathematical search techniques 

The properties of the mathematical problem, the solution-size, and the number of constraints often 
determine the complexity of a mathematical problem. Solving the problem by computing all possible 
solutions is often not possible due to time and cost constraints. Search algorithms, that balance 
between exploitation and exploration of the solution space, generate solutions more efficiently (Li, 
Hoi, Zhao, & Gopalkrishnan, 2011). Exploitation refers to searching around a specific /local position 
in the solution space. Exploration refers to finding a new solution in a completely different location in 
the solution space. The mathematical search generates a possible solution and subsequently evaluates 
its' performance using a defined fitness function. Based on this solution, the search continues to create 
new solutions with enhanced values of the fitness function. Mathematical search techniques are used 
in this study to identify the settings of parameters for enhanced performance of the VMI collaboration 
framework.  
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2.4.1 Selection of mathematical search technique 

The mathematical search technique to be used depends on the nature of the mathematical problem to 
be solved. Based on the literature study, we defined eight unique dimensions to classify our 
mathematical problems (Van der Plas, 2018). Each dimension specifies a property of the 
mathematical problem and has a defined range of values. Figure 8 depicts the eight dimensions and 
the range of possible values. The eight properties of the mathematical problem combined indicate 
what type of enhancement algorithm is most appropriate to be used for the mathematical problem.  
Table 3 shows the classification of the mathematical models in this study.  

 

Dimensions Value 
Uncertainty Stochastic 
Quality Good 
Variable dependency Non-linear 
Variable Type Discreet 
objective Multiple 
Convexity Non-convex 
limits constrained 
Solution space Finite 

Table 3: Classification of mathematical dimensions of the mathematical problems for this thesis. 

 
A metaheuristic searching technique is selected based on the fact that the mathematical problem has 
multiple objectives, non-convexity, and because the quality of the solution does not have to optimal, 
or sub-optimal. 
 

Figure 8: The eight dimensions to characterise a mathematical problem 
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2.4.2  Metaheuristic search techniques 

The benefit of using a metaheuristic searching technique is that the method is computationally 
efficient in comparison with other searching techniques (Fister, Yang, Brest, & Fister, 2013; 
Nesmachnow, 2014). The computational efficiency is a critical consideration for possible future 
implementation into business processes.  
 
In the literature, many different types of searching techniques are identified (Fister et al., 2013; 
Karaboga & Akay, 2009; Nesmachnow, 2014; University of Wisconsin - Madison, 2018). We 
selected a meta-heuristic search algorithm called “Hybrid Genetic Firefly Algorithm”, as proposed by 
Rahmani and Mirhassani (Rahmani & MirHassani, 2014). This searching algorithm is a fusion 
between the genetic algorithm and the firefly algorithm. The genetic algorithm uses the principles of 
the natural process of combining chromosomes occurring during reproduction and is used for 
exploration of the solution (Du & Swamy, 2016). The firefly algorithm uses the principles of the 
communication style used between fireflies to enhance the exploitation of the solution (Geographic, 
2018; Yang, 2009). The argument for the fusion of two metaheuristic algorithm is to create a right 
balance between the exploitation and exploration of the solution space, as discussed previously.  
 
At the start, the hybrid genetic firefly algorithm initialises a population size (n) of individual fireflies. 
Each firefly represents a solution that consists of a group of independent variables. The searching 
algorithm uses the independent variables to calculate the fitness function, the dependent variable, for 
the specific solution. Through iterations, heuristics, and randomisation the firefly moves through the 
solution space and stores the solution with the best value of the fitness function. A more detailed 
description of how the searching algorithm enhances the solution is detailed in the pseudocode of the 
algorithm, as used is provided in Appendix A.  
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3 Analysis & diagnosis 

This report dedicated the first two chapters to understand the business and theoretical environment 
with regards to the research objective. The next stage in the CRISP-DM framework focusses on 
creating data understanding. Therefore, the first section of this chapter establishes a high-level 
overview to visualise the complexity and challenges within the Dutch Heineken supply chain 
environment.  
 
Before we proceed to present the current performance of the VMI process design, we first need to 
understand how the data is created. In section 3.2, we discuss the conceptual difference between the 
VMI process concept concerning the normal process. After we clarified the VMI concept, we analyse 
and diagnose the current VMI process design by mapping out the whole process step-by-step in 
section 3.3.  
 
We structure the data analysis by using the KPI’s defined by Heineken and the understanding gained 
from the evaluation of the current VMI design. We eventually need two data granularity level to 
enable us to visualise the effect of the VMI process. 

3.1 The Dutch supply chain environment 

The highest aggregation level within the scope of this research includes the total Dutch supply chain 
environment. The current aggregation level gives an overview of the environment and the complexity 
of the entire supply chain. However, the current level is not suitable for presenting the VMI-effect, 
since the collaboration exists within the supply chain.  
 
Figure 9 presents the total production volume of the 1484 unique products supplied through the Dutch 
supply chain. The whole product volume shipped through the customers of Heineken is around 1.9 
billion litres of product in the year 2018. The progression of the line across the year shows a high 
variation between the minimum total volume at the beginning of the year and the maximum volume 
around the middle. The high contrast, around 38 million litres, between the maximum and minimum 
points indicate that the supply chain needs to be flexible to cope with the increase in the demand 
throughout the year. 
 

 
Figure 9: Beer volume shipped from NL suppliers 
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Besides the high variability throughout the year, Heineken became an active international brewer 
through multiple mergers and acquisitions performed past in past decade. Figure 10 presents all the 
124 countries Heineken supplies through their supply chain.  The plot shows all the countries scaled 
according to the total amount of litres shipped to the lands. Figure 10 presents that most products are 
delivered in the Dutch market accounting for 39.6 % of the total volume of products that are delivered 
yearly. The second biggest market is the United States of America, and the third biggest in England. 

 
Figure 10: Distribution of the total volume shipped to a country 

The high variation in demand, the global customer base, and the batch size production style inherently 
to beer creates a very complex supply chain to manage efficiently. To handle the complexity, 
Heineken partly uses the VMI framework in the Dutch supply chain in collaboration with a single 
customer with five DC’s to streamline and control the supply of product to the customer DC’s.  
 
In total, 111 customer DC’s are situated in the Netherlands with a total product portfolio of  
528 different products. The products shipped to the VMI enabled DC from a Dutch brewery exists 
only out of 36 different types. To be able to make a comparison between VMI and NO-VMI enabled 
DC’s, this study will consider these 36 products. Before we can search for the VMI effect in the 
supply chain, we identify the need first to comprehend how the VMI process is currently embedded in 
the process. Therefore, we will explain in detail how this VMI framework is integrated into the supply 
chain of Heineken. 
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3.2 The current order handling process 

The VMI framework gives control of the product stock levels at the customer DC to the supplier. The 
supplier is responsible for the performance of the above mentioned KPI’s. Typically, the KPIs are 
controlled by the customer DC’s.  
 
The interference of the supplier with the demand signal, also known as the purchase order, received 
from the customer DC would lead to disturbances. In the case of NO-VMI, the purchase order 
obtained by the customer are directly converted into a sales order by the supplier and planned for 
transport. In the case of VMI, the supplier is responsible for the stock levels at the customer DC. The 
supplier still receives the purchase orders from the customer DC’s. Now the product amount and the 
date of transports are planned by the VMI process to enhance the supply chain KPI’s for both the 
supply chain partners. The VMI process tunes the product amount that need-to-be shipped and 
converts the optimised purchase order into a sales order. The high-level process flow for the Heineken 
NO-VMI and VMI process is described in figure 11. The NO-VMI process starts by receiving the 
purchase order by mail or manual EDI message. While the VMI process starts by receiving the 
purchase order through automatic daily Electronic Database Interchange (EDI) messages the customer 
DC sends to the database of Heineken. In this report, we will focus on the difference in KPI 
performances between the customer DC supplier using the NO-VMI process and the VMI process. 
 
 

 
Figure 11: Difference between NO-VMI and VMI controlled purchase order process 
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3.3 The current VMI process design 

The VMI process implemented at Heineken uses 15 calculation steps to tune the purchase order. 
Understanding the current VMI process is essential to comprehend and analyse the current 
performance of the KPI’s within the supply chain. The VMI process is used to construct a simulation 
model that mimics the handling of purchase orders by the VMI process. We use the metaheuristic 
searching algorithm in combination with the VMI process to identify if tuning the dynamically 
calculated safety stock and maximum stock variables in step 3 of the VMI process can further 
enhance the supply chain KPI’s. Figure 12 presents the VMI process as a flow diagram. 
 

 
Figure 12: Description of VMI process at Heineken in the Netherlands 

As stated in section 3.2, the VMI process differs with respect to the NO-VMI process on the fact that 
the supplier is responsible for the stock levels at the customer DC’s. The VMI process starts by 
receiving the automatic EDI message as input to the flow diagram. The algorithm uses the 15 process 
steps to enhance the KPI’s of both the supply chain partners. We will elaborate the steps to understand 
and analyse the process in detail and to describe the process in mathematical terms as part of the data 
understanding phase of the CRISP-DM framework. 

3.3.1 The stages of the VMI process 

1. Receive EDI message 

Every four hours, Heineken receives an Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) message from their VMI 
enabled customer DC’s ((). The EDI message is an automatically generated message by the ERP 
system of the VMI DC. The message contains information regarding the order date, the type of 
materials/products ordered, the committed quantities that have been ordered by the retailers of the 
VMI DC, and the forecasted quantities that the VMI DC beliefs their retailers will order to in the 
future. Each EDI message contains the committed and forecasted product quantities for the next 21 
days. Heineken uses only the information that is contained in the EDI message received at 12:00 PM 
to generate a new sales order that is scheduled for next day delivery at the VMI DC. able 4 lists the 
information in the EDI message. We belief it is important to note in advance that the minimum order 
quantity for each product is one product pallet. 
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Sets 
(	 &*+,-	./+	*0	12*345+.	+ℎ,+	5,7	8/	*23/2/3	,+	9/:7/;/7	
<=	 &ℎ/	./+	*0	,--	+ℎ/	<=	+ℎ,+	,2/	5*7+2*--/3	4.:7>	+ℎ/	?(@	12*5/..	8A	9/:7/;/7	

 

Table 4: Data columns in the EDI message 

Column name Column description Variable 
Date The date of the EDI message <,+/ 
Customer id The unique id number of the VMI DC 5 ∈ <= 

Material id The unique material ID for a product  :3 ∈ ( 
Type  Type of quantity that is shown in the day 

column (“committed” or “forecasted” 
quantities) 

=CDE,G,E		*2	HC	DE,G,E 

Day1... Day21 
 

Series of committed / forecasted 
quantities for the next 21 days 

[=CDE,G,J	, =CDE,G,K,… , =CDE,G,KJ] 
OR 

[HCDE,G,J, HCDE,G,K,… , HCDE,G,KJ] 
 
2. Determine quantities for initial truck load 

In the second step, the committed products for the next day and the forecasted demand for the 
subsequent six days are distracted from the EDI message and used to calculate the product sales 
orders for each of the VMI DC.  The committed quantities are used to establish the initial truck loads 
that must be delivered the next day. For each DC (c) the total future demand (+3G,DE	) per product (id) 
is determined by summation of the committed order for day 1 and the forecasted quantities for the 
next 6 days, see. This total future demand is used later in step 8 to determine the different types of 
products should be added to define the final truck loads. 
 
Parameters & variables 
=CDE,G,E	 =*NN:++/3	C4,7+:+A	*0	<=	(5)	0*2	12*345+.	(:3)	0*2	3,A	(3)		 	
HCDE,G,E H*2/5,.+/3	C4,7+:+A	*0	<=	(5)	0*2	12*345+.	(:3)	0*2	3,A	(3)		 	
+3	G,DE	 	&ℎ/	+*+,-	3/N,73	0*2	12*345+	(:3)	3/.+:7/3	0*2	<=	(5)	 	

 
Formula 
+3G,DE			 = =CDE,G,J +	∑ RHCDE,G,ES

ETU
ETK 		 ∀	:3 ∈ (, 5 ∈ <=		 (1)	

 
3. Calculate safety and maximum stock levels 

Heineken makes an agreement with the VMI DC’s regarding the minimum level (safety level) of 
inventory and the maximum level of products that can be stored at the DC for each of the products. 
The range between the safety inventory level and the maximum stock level provides Heineken the 
opportunity to enhance their truck utilisations. The algorithm calculates the safety inventory (..DE,G) 
by a summation of the forecasted quantities of product (id) for DC (c) from supplier (c) for a 
predefined number of days (<DE,G,X). The number of days considered for the safety stock are based on 
the location of the customer and the type of products shipped from that specific supplier (YX). The 
maximum stock is calculated by taking the safety inventory plus one more day of forecasted quantity. 
Both safety and maximum stock levels are dynamic limits. 
 
Parameter 

<	DE,G,X		
number	of	days	used	for	safety	stock	calculation	for	product	(id)	in	DC	(c)	
from	supplier	(s)	

..DE,G The	safety	stock	level	for	product	(id)	at	DC	(c)	

msDE,G		  The	max	stock	level	for	product	(id)	at	DC	(c)	
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Formula  
..DE,G	 = ∑ HCG,DE,E

rs,tu,v
ETJ 																																								∀		5 ∈ <=, :3 ∈ YX	 (2)	

msDE,G		 	 = ∑ HCG,DE,E
rs,tu,vxJ
ETJ 																																			∀	5 ∈ <=, :3 ∈ YX											 (3)	

 
4. Select the supplying brewery  

Heineken has multiple breweries in the Netherlands that can supply to the VMI DC’s. In the VMI 
model and calculations, it is specified that a product (id) can only be supplied from one brewery (no 
dual source). As a next step in the VMI process the supply centre for each of the committed products 
is selected to determine the initial truckloads. 
 
For the VMI process two subset of all the products defined are specified. The first subset defines the 
product portfolio (YX) of all the products (id) that can be shipped from that specific location (s) is 
specified. The second subset defines the product portfolio (YG) that are requested by the customer. 
 
Sets  

#	 All	the	suppliers	(s)	that	can	deliver	to	a	VMI	customer	
YX ⊆ (			 Portfolio	containing	a	set	of	products	(id)	that	can	be	deliver	from	supplier	(s)	
YG ⊆ (			 Portfolio	containing	a	set	of	the	products	(id)	that	are	delivered	to	customer	(c)	

 
5. Optimise the utilisation of transport 

To obtain the number of pallets to be shipped from a supplier (s) to a distribution centre DC (c), the 
committed quantity of product (id) is divided by the product quantity that can be stacked on a single 
pallet for product id (YCDE), see formula 4. The number of trucks from supplier (s) to distribution 
centre DC (c) is determined by the total number of pallets (21X,G) and the maximum number of pallets 
(&ÅÇÉ) that can be loaded into a truck, see formula 5. This determines the maximum amount of trucks 
(&X,G) necessary for the deliveries from supplier (s) to distribution centre DC next day, see formula 6.  
 
To enhance utilisation rates, extra pallets can be loaded to fill up the truck that is not fully loaded. The 
maximum number of extra pallets (/1X,G) is calculated using formula 7.  
 
The last calculation in this phase is to calculate the total replenishment quantity (2ÑDE,G)	for each 
product, which is the quantities ordered in the case no transportation enhancement steps are 
performed. 
 
Parameters & Variables 
/1X,G	 ÖÜ+2,	1,--/+.	7//3/3	+*	52/,+/	,	04--	+245;	-*,3	02*N	.411-:/2	(.)	+*	<=(5)		

1DE,G	 á4N8/2	*0	1,--/+.	7//3/3	*0	12*345+	(:3)	0*2	<=	(5)		

YCDE	 á4N8/2	*0	12*345+.	(:3)	+ℎ,+	5,7	0:+	*7	,	.:7>-/	1,--/+	

21X,G  &*+,-	1,--/+.	*23/2/3	02*N	,	<=	(5)	+*	.411-:/2	(.)		
2ÑDE,G &*+,-	Ñ4,7+:+A	*23/2/3	*0	12*345+	(:3)	0*2	<=	(5)			

&ÅÇÉ  (,Ü:N4N	,N*47+	*0	1,--/+.	0*2	,	.:7>-/	+245;	-*,3		

&X,G	 (,Ü:N4N	,N*47+	*0	+245;.	7//3/3	+*	.ℎ:1	12*345+.	(.)	02*N	.411-:/2	+*	<=	(5)	
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Formula 
1DE,G		 = à*473%1â

äãtu,v,å

çãtu
é		 ∀	:3 ∈ YG, 5 ∈ <=		 (4)	

21X,G		 = ∑ 	1DE,GDE∈çs 		 ∀	. ∈ #, 5 ∈ <=			 (5)	

&X,G		 = à*473%1â
ëís,v
ìîïñ

é			 ∀	. ∈ #, 5 ∈ <=		 (6)	

/1X,G		 = 	&ÅÇÉ −	R+1X,G	ôöõ	&ÅÇÉS				 ∀	. ∈ #, 5 ∈ <=					 (7)	

2ÑDE,G			 = 1DE,G ∗ YCDE		 ∀	:3 ∈ YX, 5 ∈ <=	 (8)	

 
6. Are all trucks filled completely? 

The VMI process includes process steps (step 7 to step 14) to determine the products to include in the 
extra transports /1X,G. In step 6 a check is done if /1X,G = 0 and step 7 to step 14 in the process flow 
diagram can be skipped. The probability that the additional pallets equals zero is small. 
 
 
7. Select the fill-up method 

The VMI process is to fill up the trucks as much as possible to enhance the transport efficiency 
without violating the maximum stock levels for each product. Three pre-defined methods are possible 
to fill-up the last truck. 

• The first fill-up method is simply the decision to not fill-up the partly filled truck.  
• The second fill-up method is to add not more than one pallet extra of a product. The 

pallets are selected based on the total demand for the product in DC c (+3DE,G) in the 
descending order to ensure products will not stand idle in the VMI DC for a long period 
of time. Iterating over the ordered pallets using formula (10) no more pallets will be 
added than up to the maximum agreed stock level for the product (id) at the DC (c).  

• The third fill-up method selects the products with the highest demand and adds the 
maximum allowed pallets from a material id to the transport considering the maximum 
allowed stock level. The last method is preferred less, because it can lead to overstocking 
in case the turnover of the inventory at the VMI DC is relatively slow. 

The fill-up method is agreed with the customer for each DC. 
 
Parameters & variables 
01DE,G	 &ℎ/	+*+,-	,33/3	1,--/+.	*0	N,+/2:,-	(:3)	0*2	<=	(5)	+*	0:--	41	+ℎ/	+245;.	 	

 
Formula 
N.G,DE	 ≥ =#	DE,G	 − =CDE,G + 2ÑX,DE,G + RYCDE ∗ 01X,DE,GS									∀	. ∈ (, 5 ∈ <=, : ∈ (	 (9) 

 
8. Fill-up partly filled truck with chosen method 

The method applicable in stage 7 is applied to fill-up the last truck. Method 2 is used in almost all 
cases.  
 
9. Skip truck allowed? 

With some customers it is agreed that truck transport with less than 10 pallets can be skipped to 
ensure transport efficiency. In case the truck cannot be filled up to 10 pallets, the process checks 
whether a truck transport can be skipped based on customer agreements. 
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10. Total amount of pallets above minimum truck load?  

The VMI process checks if the last truck load (-1X,G) is above the minimal specified pallet (&ÅD°) 
limit. The algorithm calculates the pallets in the partially filled truck by taking the modus over the 
total pallets with the maximum truck load (&ÅÇÉ). If the total amount of the partially filled truck is 
above the minimum truck load, then the algorithm skips forward to stage 14 in the flow diagram.  
 
 
Variable 
-1X,G	 +*+,-	1,--/+.	-/0+	after	fill-up	round	
&ÅD° 	 (:7:N4N	,N*47+	*0	1,--/+.	0*2	,	.:7>-/	+245;	-*,3	

+11X,G	 +*+,-	1,--/+.	1-,77/3	0*2	2/1-/7:.ℎN/7+		

 
formula 
+11X,G	 = ∑ (01DE,G + 1DE,G)DE∈çs 		 ∀	5 ∈ <=, . ∈ #		 (10)	

-1X,G	 = +11X,G		ôöõ	&ÅÇÉ			 ∀	5 ∈ <=, . ∈ #	 (11)	

 
11. Calculate possible out-of-stocks of products 

If the last truck load (-1X,G) is below the minimum (&ÅD°), the VMI process checks whether it is 
allowed to remove pallets from the order to enhance transport utilisation. A pallet can only be 
removed from an order if the removal of the pallet does not lead to a stock level below zero. A 
possible stock out is calculated using formula 13, using the current inventory (=#DE,G), planned 
replenishment quantity (2ÑDE), and the product quantity that can be stored on a pallet (YCDE).  
 
0  	 ≤ 5.	DE,G + (2ÑDE,G − YCDE) − =CDE,G		 ∀	:3 ∈ (, . ∈ #	 (12)	

 
 
12. Out-of-stock without pallets? 

In the case that Equation 14 is valid, then the algorithm removes the pallet from the order. The 
equation continues to possibility to remove the next products until all the products are checked.  
 
13. Remove pallets from transport 

When no out-of-stocks will occur based on the forecasted demand, the algorithm can check if it can 
remove enough pallets from the truck load to enhance the truck utilisation. In case the equation is 
invalid for any of the products, the truck will transport all pallets even though the amount is below the 
minimum truck load.  
 
Variable 
.1DE,G	 +*+,-	*0	1,--/+.	•:+ℎ	12*345+	(:3)	.;:11/3	to	customer	(c)	

 
14. New to-be stock 

After the truck loads are fully optimised and the out-of-stocks prevented, the new to-be stock level 
(=#D,DE) at the VMI DC are calculated. The current stock level is updated by the new stock level. 
 
=#DE,G	 = 	=#DE,G − =CDE,G + 2ÑDE,G + R01DE,G − .1DE,GS ∗ YCDE	 ∀5 ∈ <=, :3 ∈ Y5		 (13)	
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15. Create new sales order 

The last step is to generate the new sales order ( #"DE,G) for the VMI DC. The ERP system 
automatically creates sales order and sends it to the customer. The sales order uses formula 23 to 
compute the values for the final sales order. 
 
#"DE,G	 = 2ÑDE,G + R01DE,G − .1DE,GS ∗ YCDE	 ∀5 ∈ <=, :3 ∈ (	 (14)	

 
Using all the explained formula above, we can create a pseudo-code of the total VMI process. The 
pseudocode is added presented in appendix C of this report for further analysis and insights into the 
workings. 

3.3.2 Discussion of the VMI process 

Now that we understand the data variables and formula used in the current VMI process design, we 
will use the defined mathematical notation to specify the KPI’s used by Heineken accordingly per 
customer DC.  
 
Formula  

"#G		 =
J

|çv|
∑ ß(=#DE,G < 0©DE∈çv 		 ∀	5 ∈ <=		 (15)	

%&G		 =
1

|#|
™

∑ R21DE,G + 01DE,G − .1DE,GSDE∈çv 	

&X,G ∗ &ÅÇÉX∈´
	 ∀	5 ∈ <=		 (16)	

#'G		 =
1

|YG|
™

=#DE,G
..DE,GDE∈çv

	 ∀	5 ∈ <=	 (17)	

 
As can be deducted from the VMI process, we see a strong emphasis in the implemented design on 
the enhancement of the truck utilisations of the customer DC’s. We would expect to see a difference 
between the NO-VMI customer DC’s and VMI customer DC’s regarding the utilisation of the 
transports. To enhance the utilisation rate of the transport, the VMI process tries to add or subtracts 
pallets to the initial purchase order. We suspect that the mutation of the purchase orders leads to an 
increase in the variance of the generated sales order. We also note that stage 11 and 12 of the VMI 
process bans almost any out-of-stock at the DC level. The utilisation of the trucks can maybe increase 
significantly, if we would disregard stage 11 and 12. We hypothesis that a marginal increase in the 
level of out-of-stock could lead to a substantial increase in the other KPI’s. Finally, we envisage that 
the stock levels are lower for the VMI enabled DC’s due to better control and management, then in 
the case of NO-VMI stock levels. In next chapter, we will use the gathered data to measure and 
visualise the difference between VMI and NO-VMI managed DC’s.  

3.4 The VMI effect 

The following chapters uses the 36-product portfolio for further analyses regarding the VMI-effect. 
We will try to use the current analysis to measure the size of the VMI effect according to the three-
supply chain KPI’s set by Heineken.  
 
We would like to start with stating that the service level KPI is always 100% when looking at the 
obtained data. Due to stage 12 in the VMI process flow diagram, Heineken will always transport a 
product to the DC in case the product will maybe go out-of-stock. The rest of this section, we will 
only be looking at the Utilisation and stock level KPI’s. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 11, the purchase order of the retailer translates directly into a sales order 
when no-VMI is applied. To visualise the added value of the VMI process, Figure 13 visualises the 
received purchase order and the actual created sales order across time. The two lines follow the same 
path and direction and we would expect to see a discrepancy between the actual and purchase orders 
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due to the mediation of the VMI process. The fact that sales order quantity drops occasionally drops 
below the purchase order line is for example a result of the mediation effect due to the skipping of 
pallets to the DC in stage 13 of the VMI process. 
 
We would expect that the discrepancy between the created sales orders and purchase orders would be 
a stable process with little variation. However, we notice a periodic peak occurring every two weeks 
when we look at the absolute total difference between the purchase order and the created sales order 
in figure 14. The coefficient of variation, formula 18, is used to assess the stability of the process 
regarding the differences between purchase and sales order. With a variation coefficient of 0.87, the 
process is high, but cannot be classified as a process with high variation (>1) according to Venkatesh 
(Venkatesh, 2013).  
 
The peaks occur because the customer DC needs to facilitate supermarket product promotion every 
two weeks. Heineken does not identify the need to handle promotion through the VMI process 
because all promotion can only be ordered in full truckloads. The second reason that the purchase 
deviates from the sales order comes due to human interference to facilitate to ramping-up of stock 
before promotions and the manually “fine-tuning” of the truck utilisations. We would typically use 
the historical sales order to validate the performance in the modelling stage of the CRISP-DM. Due to 
the high deviations between the purchase order received and the sales order, we will benchmark the 
simulation model using the historical purchase orders. 
 
 
 

=?	 =
¨

≠
	 (18)	

 

 
Figure 13: Purchase order versus sales order quantity for 
DC 

 
Figure 14: Absolute difference between purchase and sales 
order 

3.4.1 Order-size performance 

One of the stated VMI effects discussed in section 3.2, is the increasement of the sales order variance 
in the case of a VMI controlled process in comparison to a NO-VMI process due to the addition and 
subtraction of pallets to the truck load. Normally, Fluctuations in sales orders would influence the 
stock level because the safety stock levels are based on the standard deviation of the demand to 
calculate the safety inventory levels (Axsäter, 2015). According to Axsäter, an increase in variance of 
the purchase orders would raise the needed safety stock levels. As discussed in section 3.2, the 
purchase order can, the case of NO-VMI, be considered identical to the sales order. The additional 
variation occurring in the sales orders induced by the VMI process and not because an increase in 
demand variation. The safety stock levels do not have to increase when the sales order variation 
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increases caused by the VMI process, because the added variation does not come forward through an 
increasement of demand uncertainty. 
 
Figure 15 presents the relative variation of the order-sizes between the two VMI groups. The model 
clearly shows that the relative variation in order size deviates more in the VMI group than in the NO-
VMI group. When we take a closer look at the absolute deviation in table 5, we observe that the 
standard deviation is higher for VMI than for not NO-VMI DC’s in the group, which is a result of the 
steps performed in stages 7 till 13 of the VMI process. When focussing on the absolute quantities of 
the product, we can see that the sales order created by Heineken are aimed on creating full truck loads 
(±1800 products), while the average truck load of NO-VMI orders are almost 50 % lower. 
 

 
Figure 15: Variance in standardized sales order per week 
between the two groups 

Table 5: Absolute quantities of sales order  

 

 

3.4.2 Transport performance 

The second supply chain KPI of Heineken is the maximisation of the truck load utilisation while full 
filling the customer demand. The minimisation of the needed number of transports can be expressed 
by calculating the total utilisation of a transport. The utilisation of the transport can be calculated 
because the transports between the supplier and the customer DC are handled by one type of truck 
with a capacity of 26 pallets. Depending on the type of product, we can look up how many product 
units can be placed on a single pallet. Combination of two types of products on a single pallet are not 
allowed. Taking the above conditions into account, we can calculate the average truck utilisation of 
each transport by using formula 2. 
 
Figure 16 displays the average truck utilisation per transport for each group. We notice a difference 
between the two groups. The VMI group has an average utilisation of 84,6 % while the NO-VMI 
group has merely an average utilisation of 70,2%. The difference between the two groups comes 
forward to the focus of the VMI process on enhancing the utilisation of the transports from the 
supplier to the customer DC. 
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Figure 16: Boxplot of average transport utilisation per VMI group 

3.4.3 Dutch DC product performance level  

In previous section, we showed the outcome of the VMI process on aggregated level between the two 
DC group. To further gain insight into the VMI-effect, we descend one more level and look at the 
performance of the VMI effect on a product level. We select 8 different products from the total 
products shipped to the Dutch VMI DC’s for further analysis. The selection of the products needs to 
be representative for the whole product portfolio to make robust conclusions regarding the VMI 
effect. 

3.4.3.1 Product selection 

We define the potential impact of demand variation on the internal supply chain by multiplying the 
product volume times the standard deviation. Therefore, we create a scatter plot along the volume and 
standard deviation dimensions. Customer DC’s differentiate between each other. Not every DC buys 
all the products in the product portfolio and some DC are more advanced and can handle more 
products in the same time period. To allow comparison between the different DC’s, we transform the 
stock and sales order quantities into z-scores and express the volume as percentage of the total 
quantity sold through that DC. To select products that are representative for the whole product 
portfolio at the VMI DC’s, we use the z-scores to calculate the relative standard deviation and take the 
average order volume for every DC under review. Every dot represents the relative potential impact 
the product has on demand variation. 
 
A cluster algorithm is applied to obtain a representative selection that represents the whole product 
portfolio. The K-mean algorithm divides the product portfolio into eight groups. The next step selects 
from every group a single product manually to form the selection that will be used for further 
analysis. The eight selected products are represented with a red dot in Figure 19. 
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Figure 17:  Selection of all the products sold through a 

VMI DC 

 
Figure 18: K-mean grouped product based on the variation 

and the percentage of products sold 

 
Figure 19: Final product selection based on the variation 

and the percentage of products sold 

Table 6: Selection products based on variation and 
percentage 

 

 
Small-frequent variation in the demand is one of the identified causes for the bull-whip effect (Dolgui 
et al., 2018). To analyse the variation in the demand on a product level, we use the same normalised 
sales order data from the Dutch DC’s. First, we aggregate the hourly sales orders to a weekly level 
because the stock level data is only available per week. Secondly, the transformation discussed are 
applied to compare across multiple DC’s.  
 
As can be seen from Figure 19, When we differentiate between VMI and NO-VMI DC’s, we can 
clearly notify less outliers outside the interquartile range of the boxplot per product group in the VMI 
case than in the NO-VMI case as can be seen in appendix B by comparing Figure 43 and Figure 44.  
No outliers can be identified in the sales order generated by the VMI process. We conclude that while 
the NO- VMI sales order overall has less variance. When we take a closer look at the product level, 
more outliers occur. We interpret the decrease in outliers as an indicator of a sales order process that 
is more in control. By taking the average value of the standard deviations over the products in the two 
VMI groups, we can conclude that the VMI group has 16% smaller standard deviation in the created 
sales orders than the NO-VMI group. More stability in the generated sales orders leads to less ad-hoc 
emergency transports with low utilisation. In the next section, we will look if the VMI framework 
influences the internal stock level at Heineken. 
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3.4.3.2 Product inventory performance 

The next section discusses the stock fluctuation for each product per week to look for the variance in 
stock levels throughout the year 2018. Figure 20 presents the volatility in the stock levels of three 
products from the eight selected products. The batch-wise production can clearly be seen from the 
sharp increases in the stock levels. As can be seen from the table, the stock levels are the total stock 
levels kept to cope with demand uncertainties from all the international customers. We could not 
zoom in further to the Dutch DC market because Heineken uses a make-to-stock production policy. 
Stock levels are not allocated to a specific market / customer. Therefore, we cannot analyse the effect 
of the implemented VMI framework on the internal stock levels of Heineken. 
 

 
Figure 20: Stock level per selected product 

 

3.4.4 Discussion of current VMI effect 

Now we discussed the whole VMI process step-by-step and quantified the effects according to the 
business KPI’s of Heineken, we can note some preliminary observations and conclusions. The first 
observation we make is that the current VMI process focusses mostly on the enhancement of the 
utilisations of transports. The enhancement of utilisation and implementation of the VMI process 
ensures that the possibility of out-of-stocks at the customer is almost certainly avoided, while 
preventing unnecessary transports to the customer DC’s. 
 
Another small observation can be seen in the increase of the variance in the sales order. Frequent, 
daily transports implemented with the VMI framework will obviously not decrease the demand for a 
product. However, prevents against unforeseen ad-hoc transports. Leading to fewer outliers in 
variation of the created sales order.  
 
The usage of the make-to-stock production policy prohibits current analysis to research the influence 
of VMI on the stock level. Using the findings of other scientific articles (Axsäter, 2015; Sari, 2008), 
The reduction in demand variations will lead to a reduction in the internal safety stock level. In the 
upcoming chapter, we will elaborate on the performance of the constructed simulation model and use 
enhancement technique to identify the optimal setting of the historical inventories used. 
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4 Simulation Based Enhancement 

The performance of the current VMI process implemented in the Dutch supply chain of Heineken is 
discussed in the previous chapter. In this chapter we focus on the construction and validation of the 
Simulation-Based Searching (SBS) model. We develop the SBS model to tune the dynamic safety 
stock and maximum stock levels at the customer DC. The objective of tuning the two parameters is to 
enhance the supply chain KPI’s. We select these two variables for tuning because the variables have a 
great influence on the stock levels at the customer DC and on the utilisation KPI. 

 
Section 4.1 explains the general concept of the SBS model and especially clarifies how the searching 
algorithm, used for enhancing the solution, is linked to the VMI process. Section 4.2 discusses how 
we use the available data is used to create a training set and a test set which are important to avoid 
overfitting of the solution. Section 4.3 discusses the performance of the simulation model by using the 
historical input signals used to create the sales orders. Section 4.4 examines the performance and 
accuracy of the searching algorithm used in the SBS model by creating a confidence interval of the 
identified KPI solutions. The last section debates the overall performance and limitations of the 
simulation and SBS model developed in this report. 
 

4.1 The simulation-based searching model 

The SBS model is a combination of a discrete event simulation of the VMI process in combination 
with a mathematical searching technique to fine tune the safety and max stock levels used in the VMI 
simulation. A general concept of the SBS model is presented in figure 21. The search algorithm 
provides initial settings for a set of variables in the simulation. Subsequently, a simulation is done 
using the developed VMI process model to calculate the fitness function using the specific values of 
the variables. Based on the KPI performance deducted from the simulated values. The searching 
algorithm directs enhances the variables settings in an efficient manner, while the simulation-module 
allows the method to validate if the newly found parameters generates a better outcome. We used the 
objective programming language python (version 3.7) and the library SimPy to create the model 
(Holden, 2017; Team SimPy, 2018). 
 
 

 
Figure 21: General concept of simulated-based optimisation 
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4.1.1 The design of the searching algorithm 

The general concept of the SBS model discussed in the previous section. In the upcoming section, we 
specify the objective function used to evaluate the performance per DC using the KPI’s defined by 
Heineken. This section ends with defining the variables used to fine tune the safety stock and 
maximum stock level of the VMI process. 
 
The objective of the VMI process is to minimise the stock outs at the customer DC’s and maximising 
the truck underutilisation while staying within the agreed safety and maximum stock level boundaries.  
The objective function used in the simulation model is the so-called Fitness Function (HG) as defined 
in formula 19. The fitness function value is lower if the VMI simulation provides less stock outs and 
or better transport utilisation. Note that the stock level is not included in the fitness function since the 
minimisation of the stock level at the customer DC’s would give a wrong incentive to the searching 
algorithm to keep no stock at all at the customer DC. Another argument to exclude the stock level 
from the fitness function is that due to domain of the scaling variables used to link the searching 
algorithm to the simulation algorithm is defined on the domain zero to one. Therefore, the safety and 
max stock levels will always stay within the agreed safety and maximum stock level specified by the 
customer.  
 
Variables 
áX		 74N8/2	*0	3,A.	4./3	,.	:714+	0*2	+ℎ/	.:N4-,+:*7			
0G		 H:+7/..	Ø,-4/	0*2customer	DC	(c)	

 
Formula 

0G =
J

∞s∗|´|
∑ ∑ ±R1 − %&X,GS 	+ 10 ∗

J

|çs|
∑ "#G,DEDE∈çs ≤X∈´ 																					∀	5 ∈ <=∞s

DT≥ 		 (19)	

 
The variables tuned in the VMI model are the dynamically calculated safety stock and the maximum 
stock levels for each of the products in a customer DC, as can be seen from step 3 in the VMI process 
diagram. Each of the dynamically calculated safety and maximum stock level is multiplied with a 
scaling variable represented below. The scaling variables are the variables that are fine-tuned by the 
searching algorithm. 
 
variables 

ÜG,DE	
Scaling	variable	for	the	safety	stock	value	of	product	(id)	at	each	DC	(c)	
on	the	domain	[0,	1]	

(20)	

AG,DE	 Scaling	variable	for	the	max	stock	value	of	product	(id)	at	each	DC	(c)	
on	the	domain	[0,	1]	
	

(21)	

4.1.2 The hybrid genetic firefly searching algorithm 

We introduced simulation-based searching methods in the theoretical framework in chapter 2 and the 
hybrid genetic firefly searching algorithm was selected for the search engine. The algorithm is 
initialised by creation of a population of fireflies, and each firefly represents one initial setting for the 
scaling parameters  ÜG,DE	,73	AG,DE for all products in a DC. Using the VMI simulation model the 
fitness function is calculated for each of the fireflies and Fc values are compared.  
 
For each iteration (á@) of the searching algorithm, the VMI model checks three times the fitness 
function of a new possible solution for every firefly in the population, as explained in appendix A.  
Setting the right population size in the searching algorithm is crucial to be able to solve the SBS 
algorithm within reasonable (computational) time. The number of computation (á=) can roughly be 
computed using the formula 22. 
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variables 
Y		 Y*14-,+:*7	.:µ/	(Y)	•ℎ:5ℎ	:.	4./3	+*	:7:+:,-:./	+ℎ/	./,25ℎ:7>	,->*2:+ℎN		
á@		 74N8/2	*0	:+/2,+:*7.	(á@)	4./3	+*	/7ℎ,75/	+ℎ/	5422/7+	.*-4+:*7		
á=  Total	number	of	computations	

 
formula 

á=	 = 3 ∗ áX ∗ Y ∗ á@		 (22)	
 
To speed up the tuning of the parameters of the different scenario’s, we decide to create two separate 
searches with roughly an equal number of iterations (á=). The first run searches the model using a 
population size (Y = 20), a small part of the total training set (: = 30) and with a maximum number 
of iterations of 100 (á@ = 100). The second run finetunes the best identified solution from the first 
run by initialising the searching algorithm with a small population (Y = 6) and the whole training set 
(: = 188) and with a maximum number of iterations of 50 (á@ = 50).  

4.2 Creation of training set 

Before the research can proceed to the modelling phase, we first need to prepare the data to create a 
test and a training set to avoid overfitting of the parameters in the model. Normally, the data sample is 
divided in a training set containing 70% of the data, and a test set with 30% of the data, to avoid 
overfitting of the SBS enhanced model. The availability of historical EDI messages stored in the 
Heineken database is limited to a three-month interval, as Heineken does not store for a longer period. 
Data cleaning resulted in 80 usable EDI messages, as 10 EDI messages did not contain all the 
information necessary for the VMI process. The data set received by Heineken company is too limited 
to divide into a training set and test set.  
 
We decided to use the actual data of the EDI messages as the test set and to generate a training data 
set using the deterministic distribution of the demand for each unique product from each VMI DC’s f. 
In total, 111 unique discrete demand distributions are generated. An example of one of the demand 
distributions generated is shown in Figure 22. 
 

 
Figure 22: Discreet demand distribution for product 

100092 

 
Figure 23: Actual versus generated Demand for product 

100092 at DC A 

 
The 80-days of EDI message are used for the test set. Based on the 70-30 rule a training set of 187 
days is needed Using the probability deducted from the distributions, such a training set of 187 days 
of demand is generated for every unique product at each DC. The generated product demands are 
converted into the EDI message format, so that the data points can be used by the simulation model. 
As can be seen from Figure 23, the generated demand has a higher variability than the real demand. In 
the generated-demand the peaks demands are generated randomly, whereas in real life such peaks are 
develop in 2 or more steps.  Using the more volatile training set to tune the VMI model contributes to 
the robustness of the identified solutions 
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4.3 Performance of simulation model 

To validate the VMI simulation model a comparison is made between historical purchase orders and 
simulated sales orders (sim order) generated by the simulation model based on historical EDI 
messages. Figure 24 shows the results for a 3-month period. 

 

 
Figure 24: Performance VMI simulation model with respect to the purchase order quantity 

We can assess the accuracy of the simulation model using the mean absolute error and the mean 
percentage error, as presented in formula 23 and 24,  
 
Variables 
,ë		 &ℎ/	,5+4,-	ℎ:.+*2+:5,-	.,-/.	*23/2	,+	3,A	(+)	
.ë		 &ℎ/	.:N4-,+/3	.,-/.	*23/2	,+	3,A	(+)	

 
Formula  
(∂Ö		 =

J

∞∑
	∑ (,ë − .ë)

∞s
ëT≥ 		 (23)	

(YÖ		 =
J≥≥%

∞∑
	∑ â

Çπ∫Xπ
Çπ

é∞s
ëT≥ 		 (24)	

 
The simulation order and the purchase order match well with a mean percentage error of 7.05 % and a 
mean absolute error of 0.11 normalised order quantity.  
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4.4 Performance of the SBS-enhancement model 

Now we looked at the performance of the simulation model, we also recognise the need to measure 
the ability of the SBS-model to enhance the current solution consistently. We decided to measure the 
ability of the SBS model to find the same solution by tracking the fitness function value. We 
heuristically identified that the model converges quickly in the first 20 iterations of the searching 
algorithm. We decide to track 40 searches of the SBS-model to create a sample of fitness functions 
that we can use to create confidence interval. Figure 25 presents XX the improvements of the fitness 
function across the 20 iterations. Figure 26 presents the confidence interval of the end fitness function 
values with an average fitness function value of 0.345. The whiskers of the boxplots are positioned at 
the 2.5 and 97.5 percent quantiles. The whiskers define the end of the 95% confidence interval 
regarding the enhancement abilities of the SBS-model. We conclude that the accuracy of average 
fitness function in the SBS model is 0.345 (±	1.9)  
 
 

 
Figure 25: Boxplot of SBS model accuracy regarding the 

utilisation KPI (N=40) 
 

Figure 26: Boxplot of SBS model accuracy regarding the 
stock level KPI (N=40) 

4.5 Discussion of the models 

The design of the VMI process focusses on enhancing the utilisations of the transports loads. The 
process design with fill up stages and load skipping stages are clear proof of the strong focus on 
transport utilisation in the current VMI implementation.  The mean absolute error is equivalent to 22 
pallets. This is about 11 pallets per daily transport, as these DC were supplied by just two breweries. 
The deviation between simulated order from the VMI model and the purchase order is expected as the 
VMI model optimises truckloads by adding pallets (maximal 16 extra) or reducing pallets (maximal 
10 less) to the transports. 
 
The dynamic safety stock and the max stock calculation used in the current VMI process is based on 1 
or 2 days of future demand. Other methods published in scientific articles use a demand variation-
based safety stock level calculation to mitigate uncertainties in demand (Axsäter, 2015). Therefore, 
we propose to explore the difference between VMI design with variance-based safety stocks and the 
current safety stock methodology. 
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5 Process redesign and scenario analysis  

The business understanding, data understanding, and data preparation phases are completed. The next 
two stages in the CRISP-DM framework are the modelling and evaluation stages, which are the topics 
for this chapter. We have modelled three different VMI designs and for each of the VMI designs, we 
evaluate the performance of the design with and without use of the simulation-based-search (SBS) 
model.   
 
The performance of the VMI designs is evaluated using the three KPI for the supply chain; transport 
utilisation, stock levels and out-ot-stock performance. For the evaluation of the VMI designs the 
average values of the KPI for all DC’s are used. For confidentiality reasons, the stock values are 
normalised to the average stock in all DC’s using VMI design 1A, which is the current VMI process 
in Heineken. First, we evaluate the performances of the VMI designs with and without SBS modelling 
(A-B comparison) for each of the three designs to analyse and discuss the effects of SBS modelling. 
Subsequently the supply chain performance of the various VMI designs are compared. 
 
In the last section a new supply chain scenario, which entails combining all customer demand in one 
DC, is analysed using all six VMI designs developed. The chapter is concluded with a comparison 
and evaluation of the different VMI designs and a discussion on the performance of the new scenario. 
 

5.1 VMI Design 1: The current VMI process 

Design 1 is the current VMI process.  We compare the performance of the current VMI process, 
labelled VMI design 1A, with the performance of the current VMI design using the SBS model, 
named VMI design 1B. 
 
As discussed in section 4.1.1, the fitness function Fc is used to evaluate the VMI Model using SBS. 
For the SBS modelling, the safety stock and max stock parameters are multiplied with the scaling 
variables xc,id and yc,id to allow tuning of these parameters: 
 
New variable for VMI design 1B  
...G,DE	 +ℎ/	.5,-/3	.,0/+A	.+*5;	Ñ4,7+:+A	*0	12*345+	(:3)0*2	<=	(5)		

.N.G,DE	 +ℎ/	.5,-/3	N,Ü:N4N	.+*5;	Ñ4,7+:+A	*0	12*345+	(:3)0*2	<=	(5)	

 
Formula 
...G,DE	 = R∑ HCG,DE,E

rs
ETJ S ∗ 	ÜG,DE																																					∀	5 ∈ <=, :3 ∈ (	 (25)	

smsG,DE		 	 = R∑ HCG,DE,E
rsªå
ETJ S ∗ 	AG,DE																																				∀	5 ∈ <=, :3 ∈ (										 (26)	

 
 
Results are presented in graphs for a single DC to achieve a clear visualisation. 
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Transport Utilisation 
Figure 27 shows the daily transport utilisation to DC A over the simulation period for VMI design 1A 
and for VMI design 1B.  
 

 
Figure 27: The daily transport utilisation to DC A for the current VMI design 1A and for VMI design 1B with SBS modelling 

To enhance granularity, Figure 28 shows the difference in transport utilisation between Design 1 B 
and A for shipments to DC A for the simulation period. We observe that the VMI design with SBS 
modelling results in better transport utilisation as the average transport utilisation to DC A increases 
from 75 % for VMI design 1A to 79% for VMI design 1B 
 

 
Figure 28: Difference in daily transport utilisation to DC A for the current VMI design 1A and for VMI design 1B 

The average transport utilisations to all the five DC’s are presented in table 6, both for VMI design 
1A and 1B. The VMI model 1B provides consistently a higher transport utilisation to the DC’s,  
except for DC E. DC E has a low transport utilisation compared to the other DC’s, indicating that 
daily demand is not enough to load the transports efficiently. We find that in this case SBS modelling 
is not able to improve transport utilisation to DC E; the low load does not provide opportunities for 
improvement within the rules of VMI design 1.  
 
The average transport utilisation increases from 60% for VMI design 1A to 65% for VMI design 1B. 
The average of transport utilisations per DC is used as a metric to evaluate the VMI designs with 
respect to transport utilisation. 
 
Stock Level 
For the study we use normalised stock levels for confidentiality reasons. As VMI design 1A is the 
reference we used to normalise stocks as VMI design 1A is the design currently implemented in 
Heineken. All stocks are normalised to the average of the average daily stock levels in all DC’s for 
VMI design 1A.  
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Figure 29 shows the normalised daily stock level in DC A for the 80-day period simulated for VMI 
designs 1A and 1B. The graph clearly shows that the daily stock level for VMI design 1B is 
consistently lower than for VMI design 1A. The average stock level in DC A reduces from 1.19 for 
VMI design 1A to 0.41 for VMI design 1B.  
 

 
Figure 29: The daily stock levels in DC A for the current VMI design 1A and for VMI design 1B with SBS modelling 

 
Table 7 provides the average daily stock levels in each of the DC’s using VMI design 1A or 1B. The 
stock levels in DC A, B, C and D are comparable level, while DC E has a much lower stock level. 
The average of the normalised stock level in all DC’s reduced from 1.0 for VMI design 1A 
(reference) to 0.38 for VMI design 1B. SBS modelling reduced stock levels by 62% on average.  
 

Table 7: Average normalised stock levels in the DC’s 

Design / type 
Normalised stock levels 

design 1A design 1B Stock Reduction (A-B) 
  

DC A 1.19 0.41 0.78 

DC B 1.08 0.31 0.77 
DC C 1.12 0.51 0.61 

DC D 1.37 0.50 0.87 

DC E 0.23 0.18 0.05 

Average  1.0 0.38 0.62 

 
The average of the normalised average daily stock levels in the DC’s is the KPI used to evaluate the 
VMI designs for stock levels. 
 
Out-of-Stock  
The Out-of-Stock (OoS) performance is zero for VMI design 1A as well as for VMI design 1B.  
Summary  
VMI design 1B with SBS modelling generates superior VMI performance in terms of transport 
utilisation and stock levels compared to VMI design 1A, the current implementation. The 
improvements realised in VMI design 1B indicate that the safety stock levels in the current VMI 
process are overly safe, resulting in lower transport utilisation and in higher stock levels. The 
variables for the VMI Design 1B are presented in appendix D of this report.  
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Table 8: Summary of Supply Chain performance of VMI designs 1A and 1B 

 VMI Design 1A VMI Design 1B Improvement A-> B 
Transport Utilisation   % 60.2 64.9 4.7 
Stock Level                 normalised 1.0 0.38 0.62 
Out-of-Stock               % 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 

5.2 Design 2: Variance-based safety stock  

The evaluation of the first redesign indicates that the current VMI model uses a rather crude model to 
determine the safety stock and maximum stock levels. In the theoretical framework, we discussed the 
variance-based safety stock calculation method as a more effective way to define stock levels. A new 
VMI design 2 is made using variance-based stock levels.  In the current VMI process the safety stock 
levels are defined in stage 4 of the process, as described in section 3.3.1. In the new VMI design 2 the 
definition of stock levels at stage 4i s changed to variance-based stock levels. 
 
The variance-based safety stock calculation method uses the 21-day forecasted demand in the EDI 
message to calculate the standard deviations. As the VMI flow diagram does not permit any out-of-
stock, we will use a bandwidth of three standard deviations to determine the safety stock levels at the 
customer DC’s. The three standard deviations bandwidth ensures a 99.7 % confidence to prevent out-
of-stocks or in the case of the current VMI process an unforeseen transport to the customer DC. 
 
New Variables for VMI design 2B  
Ø..G,DE	 +ℎ/	Ø,2:,75/ − 8,./3	.,0/+A	.+*5;	Ñ4,7+:+A	*0	12*345+	(:3)0*2	<=	(5)			

ØN.G,DE	 +ℎ/	Ø,2:,75/ − 8,./3	N,Ü:N4N	.+*5;	Ñ4,7+:+A	*0	12*345+	(:3)0*2	<=	(5)		

 
Formula 
¨ºãv,tu
K 		 = ?,2RHCG,DES																																																			∀	5 ∈ <=, :3 ∈ (	 (27)	

Ø..G,DE	 = 3¨ºãv,tu ∗ 	ÜG,DE																																														∀		5 ∈ <=, :3 ∈ (	 (28)	

ØN.G,DE		 	 = 6¨ºãv,tu 	 ∗ 	AG,DE																																														∀	5 ∈ <=, :3 ∈ (										 (29)	

 
 
Transport Utilisation 
Figure 30 shows the daily transport utilisation to DC A for VMI Design 2 without (2A) and with SBS 
modelling (2B).  The average transport utilisation in DCA is 82 % for VMI design 2A and 81% for 
VMI 2B; a reduction of 1 % for DC A  
 

 
Figure 30: The daily transport utilisation to DC A for variance-based VMI design 2A and VMI design 2B 
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The average of transport utilisation to all DC’s is 67 % for both VMI design 2A and VMI design 2B.  
 
Stock Level 
The results for the stock levels are more interesting. Figure 31 shows the daily normalised stock levels 
in DC A for the VMI designs 2A and 2B. The average stock level in DCA for VMI design 2A is 0.49 
and 0.37 for VMI 2B; a 25% reduction. 
 

 
Figure 31: The daily stock levels in DC A for variance-based VMI design 2A and VMI design 2B). 

 
Analysing the results for each of the DC’s we see more improvement for DC’s with a higher demand, 
which is to be expected using variance-based stock levels. The average normalised stock level across 
all DC’s is 0.45 for VMI design 2A and 0.30 for VMI design 2B.  
 
In the variance-based model the SBS modelling provides an even better solution than the theoretical 
most effective solution of the variance base stock levels because the variance base stock levels  
 
Out-of-Stock 
The out-of-stock performance of VMI design 2A and 2B are a “perfect” zero. 
 
Summary 
The variance-based VMI design has superior performance to VMI design 1. SBS modelling of VMI 
design 2 did not improve transport utilisation, but did improve the average stock levels with 33 %, 
while maintaining a zero OoS performance. 
 

Table 9: Summary of Supply Chain performance of VMI designs 2A and 2B 

 VMI Design 2A VMI Design 2B Improvement A-> B 
Transport Utilisation   % 66.9 66.9 0.0 
Stock Level                 normalised 0.45 0.30 0.15 
Out-of-Stock               % 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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5.3 VMI Design 3: Allowance of out-of-stocks 

The out-of-stock events are currently not permitted in the design of the VMI-process. While a 
decrease in the service level is certainly not a desired outcome for the supply chain partners, the 
collaboration partners could be attracted to this redesign when a marginal decrease in service level 
leads to a substantial increase of the transport utilisation. To study this, a third VMI design was 
created based on the variance-based VMI design 2 with the stages 11 and 12 disabled. Removing 
these steps allows Heineken to skip transports in case minimal loading requirements are not met. 
This can result in a possible improvement of transport utilisation at the expense of Out-of-Stock 
performance.  
 
Transport Utilisation 
Figure 32 depicts the daily transport utilisation to DC A for VMI design 3A and 3B for the simulation 
period. The daily transport utilisation to DC increased a little bit from 81.8% for VMI design 3A to 
82.4 % for VMI design 3B.

 
Figure 32: The daily transport utilisation to DC A for out-of-stock VMI design 3A and VMI design 3B 

The average of transport utilisations across DC’s is 65.6 % for VMI design 3A and 67.1 % for VMI 
design 3B. Although the VMI design is created to allow better utilisation at the expense of OoS, we 
observe a tiny 0.2% improvement in transport utilisation compared to VMI design 2B. 
 
Stock Level 
Figure 33 shows the normalised daily stock levels in DC A for the VMI design 3A and 3B. Again, 
SBS modelling improves the performance greatly as the average daily stock level in DC A drops from 
0.68 for VMI design 3A to 0.43 for VMI design 3B. The stock levels in DC A are 6% higher for VMI 
design 3B than for VMI design 2B. Higher stock level were to be expected as part of the trade-off for 
higher utilisation in VMI design 3. 
 
The average normalised stock level across all DC’s is 0.63 for VMI design 3A and 0.32 for VMI 
design 3B. The trade-off to gain 1% improvement of average transport utilisation is that average 
normalised stock levels increase with 5% from 0.37 for VMI design 2B to 0.43 for VMI design 3B. 
The higher normalised stock levels can be caused by a higher variance caused by out of stocks.  
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Figure 33: The daily stock levels in DC A for out-of-stock VMI design 3A and VMI design 3B). 

Out -of-Stock 
The Out-of-Stock performance at DC A of VMI design 3A and 3B is shown in figure 34.  VMI design 
3 results in an expected increase of the Out-of-Stocks: just 0.01% OoS for VMI design 3A and a jump 
to 0.8% level for VMI design 3B.  
 

 
Figure 34: The daily out-of-stock in DC A for out-of-stock VMI design 3A and VMI design 3B) 

 
We did not see a significant increase of transport utilisation. This indicates that effectively not many 
transports are skipped when VMI model 3 is applied. We see that the normalised stock levels in VMI 
model 3A are higher than in VMI Model 2A as the skipped truckloads generate extra variance in the 
demand and hence stock levels. The variance-based stock level in VMO design 3A are apparently 
enough to buffer the incidentally skipped transports. The increase in out-of-stocks in VMI design 3B 
could be due to the lower average stock levels generated in the design. Searching for enhancement of 
the transport utilisation at lower stock levels results effectively in more of out-of-stocks. 
 
Summary  
Comparing VMI design 3B with VMI design 1A shows a little improvement of utilisation, provided a 
serious improvement (50%) of the stock levels in the supply chain, but an increase of the OoS %.  
Table 10 provides an overview of the supply chain performance for VMI design 3A and 3B. 
 
Table 10: Summary of supply chain performance of VMI designs 3A and 3B 

 VMI Design 1A VMI Design 1B Improvement 
Transport Utilisation   % 82.0 82.6 0.6 
Stock Level                 normalised 0.45 0.33  0.15 
Out-of-Stock               % 0.1 0.8  0.8 
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5.4 Comparison of VMI designs 

Figure 35, 36, and 37 show the absolute increase of the key performance indicators for each of the six 
VMI designs compared to the reference VMI design 1A, which is used as reference. The blue bars 
provide the KPI for the three VMI designs without SBS enhancement and the orange bars provide the 
KPI for VMI designs with SBS enhancement.  
 
The first important observation is that all the redesigns result into a performance increase for both the 
transport and stock level KPI, indicating there are many ways to improve the current VMI 
implementation at Heineken. The best model is VMI design 2B that improves the utilisation from 
60% to 67%, reduces stocks from 1 to 0.3 normalised levels, while maintaining a zero percentage 
Out-of-Stock performance. A serious improvement of the current practice. 
 
The second important observation is that the SBS enhanced VMI designs provide superior solutions. 
Transport utilisations increase and stock levels reduce for all VMI design with SBS enhancement. 
Although in practice an increase in OoS, as is seen in VMI design 3B, is not regarded a superior 
solution, the increase in OoS in VMI 3B actually has to be regarded as a superior solution as the 
objective was to relieve OoS constraints to find a better transport utilisation.    
 

 

 
Figure 35: Comparison of the increase of the transport 
utilization for the different VMI designs analysed compared 
to the reference design VMI 1A 

 
Figure 36: Comparison of the reduction in normalised stock 
levels for the different VMI designs analysed compared to the 
reference design VMI 1A 

 
Figure 37: Comparison of the average daily out-of-stock increase for the different VMI designs analysed 
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Comparison of VMI model 1A and 2A shows the benefits of the variable-based stock level 
methodology; transport utilisations increase with 11% and stock levels reduce with 55%, while 
maintaining a zero percentage Out-of-Stock performance. The SBS modelling in VMI Model 3B can 
improve the results of VMI model 3A mainly due to the difference in time-windows used to optimise 
the stock levels. VMI design 3 uses the 21-day forecast to calculate the variance used to define safety 
and maximum stock levels. But the VMI process allows for daily adjustments of the stock and hence 
can use lower stock levels than for the 21-day model. 
  
Comparison of VMI model 2B with VMI model 3B shows a better overall performance of VMI 
model 2B. VMI model 3B has 0.2% better transport utilisation at the expense of 2,7 % higher stocks 
and 0.8% OoS. We rationalize that the short-term gain by skipping a truck causes creates back-orders 
that have to be fulfilled the subsequent day. The back orders add variance to the VMI controlled 
process, resulting in higher stock levels. We conclude that this VMI design is not a favourable 
managerial outcome for the company and the anticipated trade-off between strong increases in stock 
level or transport utilisation at the cost of marginal cost improvement.  
 
Figure 38 is a map to summarise the supply chain performance of the different VMI designs. 
VMI design 2B has the best overall performance of the 6 MI Models investigated. Implementation of 
VMI design 2B will improve supply chain performance compared to today’s VMI implementation 
with 7% for transport utilisation, reduce stocks in the DC’s with 70%, while maintaining a perfect 
Out-of-Stock performance of 0%. 

 

 
Figure 38: Supply chain KPI for the VMI designs evaluated. 

5.5 Scenario: Single versus multiple customer DC’s 

In previous section we have shown that the current VMI, design 1A, can be further enhanced by 
redesigning the VMI process. The redesigns show that the potential savings regarding the utilisation 
and inventory KPI are substantial. One more research question needs to be investigated: 
 
Is there a difference in the VMI effect when the demand signals of multiple customers are grouped 
together and used as input for a single customer? 
 
For this research question, we group the product demand embedded in the EDI messages to the 5 DC 
under review into one aggregated demand EDI message to one DC. We use the aggregated EDI 
message as an input signal to a single DC to study the scaling benefits obtained. We investigated the 
supply chain performance of the single DC supply chain (S-DC) using VMI design 1B and 2B and 
compared this with the supply chain performance of the multiple DC (M-DC) using VMI design 1B. 
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Transport Utilisation 
Figure 39 shows the transport utilisation for the various VMI designs. The benefit of a single DC 
supply chain for transport utilisation is evident. A higher transport utilisation is to be expected as an 
increased load to a single location will result in less partially filled trucks compared to the same load 
to multiple DC’s. The average transport utilisation of the M-DC supply chain with VMI design 1B 
increases from 65% to 88% for the S-DC supply chain with VMI design 1B and increased further to 
92% for the variance based VMI design 2B.  
 

 
Figure 39: Average Transport utilisation to DC’s for M-DC and S-DC supply chain for SBS optimised VMI designs 

 
Stock Level  
Figure 40 shows the comparison of the relevant stock levels for the various VMI designs. We cannot 
use the average stock per DC in this case but need the total stock in the supply chain to make a 
relevant comparison of stock levels for the different value chains and VMI designs. The disadvantage 
of the current VMI design 1 is beautifully displayed in figure 40. Due to the direct linkage of the 
safety stock and inventory variables to the future demand, no scaling benefits are obtained in case the 
purchase orders quantities increase for VMI design 1. The variance-based model VMI design 2B 
results in much better results as stock levels decrease from 1.9 to 0.91. We can conclude that the S-
DC scenario offers an 40% reduction in stock levels. 

 

Figure 40: The normalised stock levels in the DC’s for M-DC and S-DC supply chain for SBS optimised VMI design 

 
Out-of-Stock performance 
All scenarios and VMI designs applied showed a 0% Out-of-Stock. 
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Summary  
The investigation to combine multiple DC into one DC has expected scaling effects as the huge 
advantage in transport utilisation and stock level reduction. These effects are not necessarily caused 
by the combination of the DC but are more related to the increase in volume in a DC. It is confirmed 
that the VMI Model 2B provides the best performance for the D-DC supply chain with even greater 
benefits due to the higher demand. 
 
Table 11 provides an overview of the supply chain performance of the M-DC and S-DC supply chains 
for VMI design 1B and 2B. The normalised stock levels are divided by 5 to make the values in the 
table comparable to the other summary tables in section 5.4. 
 

Table 11: Summary of supply chain performance of M-Dc and S-DC supply chains for VMI designs 1B and 2B 

 M-DC 
VMI Design 1B 

S_DC 
VMI Design 1B 

S_DC 
VMI Design 2B 

Transport Utilisation   % 65 88 92 
Stock Level                 normalised 0.38 0.43 0.18 
Out-of-Stock               % 0 0 0 

 

5.6 Robustness of VMI design 

We have used the supply chain performance for the various VMI design to compare, discuss and 
conclude on the best solution. In this section we discuss the robustness of our conclusions  
 
The first element to consider is the accuracy of the models. The VMI designs without SBS 
enhancement are deterministic models that will always provide the same answer to the same input. 
This means that there is no variance in the results. However, The SBS enhanced VMI models are not 
deterministic and can provide a different solution for the same input. This is addressed section 4.4 
and it is shown that the fitness function is accurate; 40 runs showed 3% variation in fitness function.  
 
The second element to consider are the product demand profiles. All simulations have been done 
using the same EDI messages (demand profiles), which is OK to get comparable results. The VMI 
design are promising given a discrete probability solution based on the actual demand, but will the 
conclusions hold for similar, but different demand profiles as well?  
 
We tested the robustness of the VMI designs for different demand profiles. For each product id at 
each DC, we use the discreet probability distribution, based on the actual demand, to generate 100 
times new EDI messages for 80 days. We used Monte Carlo simulation to generate the new demand 
for each product. Using these new EDI messages, we test the robustness of the VMI designs by 
logging the transport utilisation for the 100 new demand profiles generated. The mean, standard 
deviation and the 95% confidence interval for the 100 transport utilisations found were calculated to 
assess the robustness of the results for the VMI designs.  
 
Figure 41 shows the mean and 95% confidence interval for the variation in demand for the best four 
VMI designs. As we can see from figure 41, the performance of VMI design 2B has the highest 
average utilisation of 69,5% with a confidence interval of ±	6.2%. We performed a statistical test to 
conclude if the difference (≠E) between the average utilisation between designs 1A and the other B 
designs are significant 
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Figure 41: Confidence interval of utilisation KPI with single SBS-enhanced solution 

 
Ωæ:4E = 0, Ω¿:4E ≠ 0  
 
We first check for normality by using a QQ-plot, see appendix E, and the results from the Shapiro-
Wilks test. According to the p-values obtained by the Shapiro-Wilk test, we conclude that the sample 
of difference is not normally distributed and that we have to use a non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-
rank test to check the hypothesis as can be seen in appendix F. With p-values << 0.05 for all the VMI 
B designs, we reject 90 and conclude that the SBS model significantly improves the utilisation KPI 
for all the VMI B designs with respect to the old VMI 1A design. 
 
We only could conclude on the robustness of the transport utilisation and not on the stock levels as the 
new demand profiles sample randomly from the discrete distribution, which caused more (erratic) 
variance than in actual demands. The method caused an offset in demand variation and hence an 
increase in safety stock levels and inventory levels at the DC’s, as can be seen in the appendix E.  
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6 Conclusions and recommendations 

In this chapter, we provide an overview of the contributions to the scientific knowledge, the final 
answers on the research questions, and the final recommendations and managerial insights for the 
Heineken company. 

6.1 Scientific contributions 

We discuss in this section on how the results and our findings contribute to the current scientific 
knowledge. The two main contributions are related to the further quantification of the VMI effect and 
the application and validation of the genetic firefly searching algorithm.  
 

6.1.1 Quantification of the VMI effect  

The current literature gives  a general indication of potential performance increases and benefits of 
supply chain collaboration (Waller et al., 1999). The main contribution of this report is the 
quantification of the benefits obtained when the VMI framework is implemented in a real business 
environment. In this study we investigated the specific benefits for supplier and the customer obtained 
by VMI collaboration. The impact is quantified by measurement of the key performance indicators for 
supply chain performance for both parties involved. 
 
Based on the results from our study, we developed a general overview of the benefits per supply chain 
objectives in table 12.  
 

Table 12: General benefits of VMI collaboration for the supply chain partner 

VMI collaboration effect Effect for each supply chain partner 
Supplier Customer 

Minimize out-of-stocks + + 
Minimize stock levels = ++ 

Minimize the number of transports ++ (+) 
 
The overview shows clearly that both the customer and the supplier benefit from the supply chain 
collaboration as we learned through analysing the VMI collaboration between Heineken and their 
customer: 
- Due to the sharing of information and responsibilities in a VMI collaboration, the supplier can 

enhance the transport utilisation through the addition and/or removal of pallets to trucks while 
preventing out-of-stocks. The customer also benefits from a higher truck utilisation because fewer 
orders have to be handled and there is less handling in the DC. 

- When the supplier is in control of the customers inventory level, we see a consistent reduction of 
the necessary safety stock and maximum stock levels at the customer DC. We contribute the 
reduction in inventory to the sharing of future demand information with the supplier that gains 
capabilities to better control the handling of their incoming purchase orders.  

- Our research shows that a well-designed VMI process can result in absence of Out-of-Stock 
occurrences. This will improve the customer satisfaction for the supplier. The effects for the 
customer are that the DC’s will be reliable internal supplier as there is always sufficient product 
to ship and no loss of sales in the shops. 
 

6.1.2 Validation of the genetic firefly algorithm 

The second contribution of the report is the validation of the performance of the relative new genetic 
firefly algorithm to enhance and tune parameters of complex real-life business problems (Al-
Thanoon, Qasim, & Algamal, 2019; Elkhechafi, Benmamoun, Hachimi, Amine, & Elkettani, 2018).  
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The genetic firefly algorithm deviates from the other metaheuristics algorithms through creating a 
balance between the exploration and exploitation of the solutions space. We conclude that the genetic 
firefly algorithm converges quickly to the same fitness function value within a bandwidth of 6% in 
just 15 iterations. Through-out all the performed searches, the algorithm was able to enhance the 
performances of all the developed VMI designs by fine-tuning the solutions. We see huge potential in 
future projects to enhance solution of complex mathematical problem. Due to the fast convergence 
and is more computational efficient than the current optimisation and enhancement methods, the 
algorithm can run more frequently when new information / variation occurs. we would like to endorse 
the further usage of metaheuristic to enhance engineering and business problems, especially when 
solution provided doesn’t need to be guaranteed optimal. 
 
We would like to note that the design of the genetic firefly algorithm is still open for improvement 
regarding the automatic tuning of the parameter settings to speed up the convergence of new 
solutions,  
 

6.2 Answer to research questions 

This report studies the effect of VMI collaboration in a fast-moving consumer goods industry. In the 
theoretical framework, we explained that the VMI collaboration has potential to improve the 
operational efficiency of a company by reduction of cost, bullwhip effect, and increase of sales. 
However, the realized effect after implementation of the VMI framework from a supplier perspective 
was unknown to the Heineken company. Therefore, the question researched in this report is: 
 

What is the effect of VMI collaboration on the business KPI’s of Heineken and their supply 
chain partners? 

 
To answer the main research question, we developed sub-research questions. The sub-research 
questions are established to structure and give insights into the research and assist in answering the 
main research question.  
 

I. What are the important causes for performance variations regarding the supply chain 
KPI’s?  

From our literature study, summarised in the theoretical framework of this report, we identified that 
the supply chain variations can be generally classified into two groups: The low-variance, frequent 
and the high-variance, infrequent variations. We conclude that the availability of supply chain 
information is essential to mitigate both types of variations.  
 
A lack of supply chain information and communication leads to sub optimisation between supply 
chain partners, reactive behaviours to disruptions and an order variation. While in the opposite 
information sharing leads to reduction of uncertainty due to more clarity, allows the echelon supply 
chain partners to proactive react to first-echelon disruptions, and allows to optimised the whole supply 
chain and thus further reduce the variation.  
 
Complete information sharing between supply chain partners is not always probable due to a lack of 
intercompany trust and competitive reasons. Besides, we would like to highlight that the optimal 
setting of a whole supply chain can also lead to a sub-optimal setting for a supply chain partner.  
 
One of the mitigations strategies to handle the lack of information sharing is the VMI framework, 
which is the focus of this report. 
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II. What mathematical techniques / methods are used in the scientific literature to enhance 
KPI’s across multiple supply chain partners? 

There are multiple methods to enhance or identify improved solution in the scientific literature. There 
are generally two types of searching techniques. Brute force methods that are based on using smart 
technique to check all the potential solutions in the solution space and select the best solution. 
Metaheuristic searching techniques that scrums through the solution space by continuously try, 
generating, and improving solutions.  
To model complex real-life constraints into a problem that can be solved by brute-force searching is 
often complex and computational and time intensive. The main benefit of the brute-force search is 
ability to identify a solution that is optimal.  
 
The metaheuristic technique uses iteration, randomisation, and movement to enhanced the current 
solutions based on the fitness function. While the searching model is not able to guarantee that the 
solution identified is optimal, the algorithm is often speedier because not all the solutions have to be 
computed and can handle complex constraints because the metaheuristic algorithm is only directed 
through the fitness values of the solution. We decided to use metaheuristic searching technique 
because the complexity of the VMI process is challenging to model into a brute-force model without 
making any assumptions regarding the environment and to design a model that has the ability to run 
multiple times to anticipate the volatile variations in demand regarding the Heineken supply chain. 
 
From multiple metaheuristic searching algorithm, we selected the genetic firefly searching technique 
is because the technique creates a balance between identifying new potential solutions in the solution 
space (exploration) and checking if there are no better solutions near the current best identified 
solution (exploitation)  

 
III. Which methods can be used to simulate the relevant supply chain? 

The literature introduces multiple methods to simulate a supply chain; Petri-nets, constrained 
programming, excel, and objective programming languages (Guimarans, Petuhova, Merkuryev, & 
Ramos, 2010). We decided to use an objective programming language to simulate the VMI process 
because the complexity of the VMI procedure is hard to capture in mathematical constraints and the 
fact that the objective programming is able to fully use the computational hardware.  
 
Due to the detached reception of purchase orders (demand) by the supplier, we decided to construct a 
discrete event-based simulation model to develop a VMI process that approaches the real-life VMI 
process closely. The implemented VMI process is converted into an algorithm that is used to simulate 
the created sales orders by the different suppliers. 
 
We created a combination between a searching algorithm and the simulation model to enhance and 
tune the current setting of simulation model. The developed SBS-model proofs to be a capable 
methodology to enhance current parameter settings. As we can see from section 5, the SBS model was 
persistently able to improve the VMI design according to the defined KPI’s. Therefore, we conclude 
that the usage of the SBS model is a validated and efficient model to enhance the performance of 
mathematical models 
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IV. What is the performance of the current implemented VMI method? 

As discussed in chapter 2, there is potentially a multitude of positive effects of VMI collaboration for 
both the supply chain partners. We have quantified the benefits of VMI for the supplier (Heineken) 
and the customer based on data analytics and simulation of the current VMI process (VMI model 1A). 
 
Supplier side 
The current VMI implementation results in an increase of 14.6% of the transport utilisation to the 
customer DC’s. The higher transport utilisation will lower short terms operational costs like fuel costs 
and can affect longer term costs like less working capital as less trucks are needed.  
 
The VMI model shows that current VMI implementation leads to a perfect Out-of-Stock performance 
in all customer DC’s. The superior OoS performance of the VMI implementation results in an 
increased customer satisfaction, which is confirmed to Heineken by the customer.  
 
Customer side 
The 14.6% increase in transport utilisation will also lead to cost reduction at the customer as fewer 
incoming transports lead to cost savings e.g. reduced warehouse handling.  
 
The stock levels and OoS performance for DC’s without VMI is not known to Heineken as the 
customer is responsible for to manage the stock levels.  
 
The perfect OoS performance in DC’s with VMI has important benefits for the customer DC’s. These 
DC’s become very reliable internal suppliers as they can always deliver all products to their internal 
customers (shops) and avoid loss of sales. 
 

V. Is there a different effect on the supply chain when multiple customers in the supply chain 
are considered as one entity? 

For this study the VMI design as is currently implemented in Heineken (VMI design 1) is compared 
with 5 new VMI designs with improved performance. The performance of the VMI designs has been 
evaluated using the three key performance indicators as used by Heineken for supply chain 
performance; transport utilisation in Heineken, stock level in customer DC’s and percentage out-of-
stock in the customer DC’s. 
 
Two redesigns were made based on a change in the original VMI process flow.  
- The objective of the first redesign was to lower stock levels in the customer DC by changing to 

dynamic rules for safety stock and maximum stock based on demand variance.  
- The objective of the second redesign was to increase transport utilisation by changing the rules for 

minimum truckloads. 

Simulation Based Searching (SBS) has been introduced as a new method to find better parameters for 
enhanced performance of VMI designs. The original VMI design and the two new VMI designs have 
each been evaluated using SBS, which added three new VMI designs to study. 
 
The best supply chain performance was achieved by the VMI design using dynamic variance-based 
stock rules and SBS enhancement (VMI design 2B). Compared to the current VMI implementation, 
(design 1A) this VMI design results in an 6.7 % better utilisation and a 70% reduction in average 
stock levels in the customer DC’s, while maintaining a 0% Out-of-Stock performance for all products 
in all DC’s. 
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VI. What is the maximal effect obtainable through VMI collaborations? 

Combing all the customer DC’s into one DC will result in scaling benefits. We compared the 
performance of the current supply chain with 5 customer DC’s with a new supply chain with one DC 
and the same demand profile using the SBS optimised VMI designs. 
 
VMI model 2B provides the best supply chain performance. Using this VMI design, the change from 
a multiple DC to a single DC supply chain results in a 25% better transport utilisation and a 12 % 
reduction in stock levels in the customer DC’s, while maintaining a 0% Out-of-Stock performance. 
 
The reduction of customer distribution centres improves the supply chain performance and is 
beneficial for the supplier as well as the customer. The scaling benefits are driven by the increase in 
demand per DC and less by the reduction of DC’s. 
increase above the current existing VMI effect. The average stock levels at the customer DC are 
reduced further with 70 %. 

6.3 Managerial recommendations 

Based on our research and results presented in this report, we can make the following 
recommendations to the management of Heineken company: 

6.3.1 Incorporation of the VMI software module into the S&OP next program 

Currently, Heineken implemented one VMI cooperation with a single customer with 5 DC locations 
in the Netherlands. The other 106 DC locations in the Dutch supply chain use the order handling 
process without VMI. Based on the research findings, we are confident that both the supplier and the 
customer can enhance their supply chain performance through VMI collaboration. We strongly 
recommend expanding the usage of VMI framework and set up collaborations with other customer 
DC’s supplied by Heineken to benefit on a larger scale of the VMI benefits. Also we recommend the 
Heineken to incorporate the new VMI process as part of the SOP next program. 
 

6.3.2 Adaptation of the variance-based VMI design 2B 

The current VMI process determines the safety stock dynamically based on the forecasted demand for 
the next day. Our research has demonstrated that this is not the best approach to determine the safety 
and maximum stock levels. A VMI design (2B) that is based on variance-based safety stock levels in 
combination with a search-based simulation is recommended to enhance the supply chain 
performance. Using such VMI design, Heineken can achieve a 7% higher transport utilisation and 
reduce the stock levels in the customer DC with 70 %, while maintaining a 0% Our-of Stock 
performance. Further enhancement of the supply chain performance is possible by increasing  
demand per DC. 
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7 Limitations and future research 

We use the final chapter to state the limitations and the potential directions for future research. 
 

7.1 Limitations 

7.1.1 The tuning of the genetic firefly searching  

The hybrid firefly searching algorithm is a very new method. Application of the method to solve 
engineering problems is still rare in the available scientific literature (Goetschalckx, 2012; 
Khalifehzadeh, Fakhrzad, Zare Mehrjerdi, & Hosseini_Nasab, 2019; Rahmani & MirHassani, 2014; 
Saghaeeian & Ramezanian, 2018). We encountered some difficulties in finding the correct settings 
regarding the firefly population size, number of iterations, and smart initialisations methods for the 
searching algorithm. We managed the population size tuning by the usage of two separated runs with 
a stopping criterium. We see the need for a searching algorithm that can automatically scale the 
population size based on the number of iterations in case there is no or marginal improvement of the 
fitness function (Elkhechafi, Hachimi, & Elkettani, 2017). Another tuning could be to automatically 
increase the randomisation of the solution used in the searching algorithm. The randomness tuning 
variable could be based on the number of iterations that no new enhanced solution is identified. The 
automatic tuning of the searching algorithm will allow future users to apply the algorithm more easily.  
 

7.1.2 Data quality 

The first limitation regards the quality and availability of the data. Heineken implemented the VMI 
framework with one single customer and their DC’s in the Dutch supply chain and retains EDI 
messages for a limited period of 3 months. Hence the data set used for this research was limited. The 
does not allow generalisation of the results to other type of domains.  
 
A much bigger data sample regarding the data embedded in the VMI would be necessary to create an 
adequate training and test set to verify or improve the enhancement of the VMI effect. The generated 
training set was based on the data used in the test set, which makes the result prone to overfitting. A 
better practice would be to add a randomised scaler and generate demand that is not related to the 
demand used in the test sample.  
 
Another limitation is the granularity of the data received. The simulated orders and the actual 
historical sales orders are different to due the addition of promotional quantities and likely due to 
human interference to manually match orders. To improve the assessment and robustness of the 
developed simulation model, a higher granularity of the sales order data to separate customer orders, 
promotions and human interference is necessary. 
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7.2 Future research opportunities 

The final section of this report focusses on proposing three suggestion for future research directions 
based on the findings of this report. 
 

7.2.1 Extension of the VMI framework  

The current research focusses on a solution to tune the safety and maximum stock quantities in the 
customer DC’s. We encourage future research to classify the effects of tuning other input parameters 
of the VMI design e.g. batch size, maximum and minimum truck loads to customer DC’s. The tuning 
of other variables would create insights into how the performance varies by changing these tuning 
parameters. We envision that future research can rank the impact of VMI parameters and to create a 
scientifically backed framework for managers to manage their supply chain more efficiently. 
 

7.2.2 Validation of robustness of SBS VMI designs 

We have proven that VMI design 1A model is able to provide a transport utilisation forecast that is 
robust for variance in demand profile. However, we were not able to perform a similar analysis 
regarding the robustness of the stock level KPI when the SBS model is used. Our research shows that 
the model is able to enhance the stock level KPI’s. However, we were not able to test the robustness 
of our findings due to limited data availability. Research using more extensive data sets can validate 
the robustness of the VMI designs presented. 
 

7.2.3 Multi-echelon VMI collaboration design 

The third topic is the application of the VMI designs into a multi-echelon supply chain. The design 
would create insight into whether the VMI framework creates a sub-optimisation within a supply 
chain or is generally a good method to adapt. The SBS-model could be used to tune the safety stock 
parameters across multiple supply chain nodes and could create insight into where to position safety 
stock strategically across the multi-echelon supply chain.  
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9 Sets, Variables & Parameters 

Sets 
¬√	 &ℎ/	./+	*0	,--	+ℎ/	<=	+ℎ,+	,2/	5*7+2*--/3	4.:7>	+ℎ/	?(@	12*5/..	8A	9/:7/;/7	
ƒ	 &*+,-	./+	*0	12*345+.	+ℎ,+	5,7	8/	*23/2/3	,+	9/:7/;/7	
≈∆	 Portfolio	containing	a	set	of	products	(id)	that	can	be	deliver	from	supplier	(s)	
≈«	 Portfolio	containing	a	set	of	the	products	(id)	that	are	delivered	to	customer	(c)	
»	 All	the	suppliers	(s)	that	can	deliver	to	a	VMI	customer	

Variables 
… 	 &ℎ/	,5+4,-	ℎ:.+*2+:5,-	.,-/.	*23/2	,+	3,A	(+)	

«∆Àõ,«	 &ℎ/	5422/7+	.+*5;	1*.:+:*7	*0	12*345+	(:3)	,+	+ℎ/	<=	(5)		
ÃÕ∆,« ÖÜ+2,	1,--/+.	7//3/3	+*	52/,+/	,	04--	+245;	-*,3	02*N	.411-:/2	(.)	+*	<=(5)		

Œ« H:+7/..	Ø,-4/	0*2customer	DC	(c) 
ŒÕÀõ,« &ℎ/	+*+,-	,33/3	1,--/+.	*0	N,+/2:,-	(:3)	0*2	<=	(5)	+*	0:--	41	+ℎ/	+245;.  
œÕ∆,«	 +*+,-	1,--/+.	-/0+	after	fill-up	round 

–—Àõ,«	 The	max	stock	level	for	product	(id)	at	DC	(c) 

ÕÀõ,«	 á4N8/2	*0	1,--/+.	7//3/3	*0	12*345+	(:3)	0*2	<=	(5)		

“Õ∆,« &*+,-	1,--/+.	*23/2/3	02*N	,	<=	(5)	+*	.411-:/2	(.)		

“”Àõ,«	 &*+,-	Ñ4,7+:+A	*23/2/3	*0	12*345+	(:3)	0*2	<=	(5)		 

∆ 	 &ℎ/	.:N4-,+/3	.,-/.	*23/2	,+	3,A	(+)		

∆∆Àõ,«	 The	safety	stock	level	for	product	(id)	at	DC	(c)	

∆∆∆«,Àõ	 +ℎ/	.5,-/3	N,Ü:N4N	.+*5;	Ñ4,7+:+A	*0	12*345+	(:3)0*2	<=	(5)		
∆ô∆«,Àõ	 +ℎ/	.5,-/3	N,Ü:N4N	.+*5;	Ñ4,7+:+A	*0	12*345+	(:3)0*2	<=	(5)	

∆ÕÀõ,«	 +*+,-	*0	1,--/+.	•:+ℎ	12*345+	(:3)	.;:11/3	to	customer	(c)	

 õ	«,Àõ	 	&ℎ/	+*+,-	3/N,73	0*2	12*345+	(:3)	3/.+:7/3	0*2	<=	(5)	
 ∆,«	 &ℎ/	N,Ü:N4N	74N8/2	*0	+245;.	7//3/3	0*2	.ℎ:1N/7+	02*N	.411-:/2(.)		

+*	<=		(5)	
	

 ÕÕ∆,«	 +*+,-	1,--/+.	1-,77/3	0*2	2/1-/7:.ℎN/7+		

‘∆∆«,Àõ	 +ℎ/	Ø,2:,75/	.,0/+A	.+*5;	Ñ4,7+:+A	*0	12*345+	(:3)0*2	<=	(5)			
‘ô∆«,Àõ	 +ℎ/	Ø,2:,75/	N,Ü:N4N	.+*5;	Ñ4,7+:+A	*0	12*345+	(:3)0*2	<=	(5)		

’«,Àõ	 Scaling	variable	for	the	safety	stock	value	of	product	(id)	at	each	DC	(c)	
on	the	domain	[0,	1]	

÷«,Àõ	 Scaling	variable	for	the	max	stock	value	of	product	(id)	at	each	DC	(c)	
on	the	domain	[0,	1]	

Parameter 
√◊«,Àõ,õ	 =*NN:++/3	C4,7+:+A	*0	<=	(5)	0*2	12*345+.	(:3)	0*2	3,A	(3)		
√»Àõ,« &ℎ/	5422/7+	.+*5;	1*.:+:*7	*0	12*345+	(:3)	,+	+ℎ/	<=	(5)			
¬	Àõ,«,∆ number	of	days	used	for	safety	stock	calculation	for	product	(id)	in	DC	(c)	from	

supplier	(s)	
ÿ◊«,Àõ,õ H*2/5,.+/3	C4,7+:+A	*0	<=	(5)	0*2	12*345+.	(:3)	0*2	3,A	(3)		
Ÿ∆ 74N8/2	*0	3,A.	4./3	,.	:714+	0*2	+ℎ/	.:N4-,+:*7		 
Ÿ⁄ 74N8/2	*0	:+/2,+:*7.	(á@)	4./3	+*	/7ℎ,75/	+ℎ/	5422/7+	.*-4+:*7	 
Ÿ√ Total	number	of	computations 
≈	 Y*14-,+:*7	.:µ/	(Y)	•ℎ:5ℎ	:.	4./3	+*	:7:+:,-:./	+ℎ/	./,25ℎ:7>	,->*2:+ℎN		

≈◊Àõ	 á4N8/2	*0	12*345+.	(:3)	+ℎ,+	5,7	0:+	*7	,	.:7>-/	1,--/+	

€ôÀ‹	 (:7:N4N	,N*47+	*0	1,--/+.	0*2	,	.:7>-/	+245;	-*,3	

€ô…’ (,Ü:N4N	,N*47+	*0	1,--/+.	+ℎ,+	5,7	8/	+2,7.1*2+/3	:7	,	.:7>-/	-*,3		
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10 Appendices: 

10.1 Appendix A: Pseudocode Hybrid firefly genetic algorithm 

The hybrid firefly genetic algorithm suggested by Rahmani and Mirhassani solves a potential 
mathematical problem (Rahmani & MirHassani, 2014). We will briefly explain the workings of the 
algorithm in words. The hybrid firefly algorithm starts by randomly placing the fireflies in the 
solution space in the initialise step of the algorithm. Secondly, the attractiveness (performance) of all 
the fireflies in the population are calculated. Thirdly, the firefly with the highest attractiveness is 
identified and all the other fireflies are move slightly to the firefly with the highest attractiveness. The 
next stage uses the crossover from the genetic algorithm and select the two best fireflies in the 
population and applies the crossover step. The crossover phase randomly uses parts of their solution 
with each other. The algorithm compares the old and the new solutions and drops the two fittest 
fireflies back into the population. Finally, a firefly is selected randomly from the population and 
deleted, while a newly generated firefly is added to the population. When a certain stopping criterion 
is met. The algorithm stops and displays the results. 
 

 
Figure 42: Pseudocode of Hybrid firefly algorithm (Rahmani & MirHassani, 2014)  
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10.2 Appendix B: Order size variation VMI & NO-VMI 

 
Figure 43:NO-VMI order size per week 

 
Figure 44: VMI Order-size per week 
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10.3 Appendix C: Pseudocode current VMI process 

 

 

         
Figure 45: Pseudo-code of current VMI design 1A  
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10.4 Appendix D: Scaling variable solutions per redesign for DC A 

10.4.1 Solution Safety and maximum scaling variables for VMI design 1B and DC A 

 
Figure 46: Final solution of the scaling variables for the safety and maximum stock levels for design 1B for DC A 

 

10.4.2 Solution Safety and maximum scaling variables for VMI design 2B and DC A 

 
Figure 47: Final solution of the scaling variables for the safety and maximum stock levels for design 2B for DC A 

10.4.3 Solution Safety and maximum scaling variables for VMI design 3B and DC A 

 
Figure 48:Final solution of the scaling variables for the safety and maximum stock levels for design 3B for DC A 
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10.5 Appendix E: Robustness check of the stock levels 

 
Figure 49: Robustness of the normalised stock level with different input 

10.6 Appendix F: QQ-plot of VMI design to check for normality  

 

 
Figure 50: QQ-plot of difference between design 1A & 1B 

 
Figure 51: QQ-plot of difference between design 1A & 2B 
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10.7 Appendix G: Shapiro-wilk test & Wilcoxon sign rank test for VMI design 
Table 13: Shapiro-wilk and Wilcoxon sign rank p-values per design 

 Shapiro wilk test 
(p-value) 

Wilcoxon sign 
rank test 

Design 1A - - 

Design 1B 0.007 <<0.01 

Design 2B 0.002 <<0.01 

Design 3B 0.002 <<0.01 

 

 
Figure 52: QQ-plot of difference between design 1A & 3B 


